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PREFACE.

m

#1

The increasing attention to the subject treated of in

this little "Work has induced its Authoress to reduce into

as simple and clear a form as possible, the voluminous

and difficult instructions contained in the many able

publications connected with this useful branch of polite

education.

The experience of Miss Eonaldson, not only in teach-

ing more advanced pupils, but in introducing this pleas-

ing feminine art to beginners, has proved to her that the

assortment of Patterns in Fancy Knitting and Netting,

and the method of executing them now detailed and re-

commended, will be found an easy key to their practice.

She therefore hopes, from her lengthened experience in

these fancy arts, to extend, by this publication, a know-

ledge of them beyond the influence of her personal in-

structions, and to aid in providing facilities for their

acquirement on the best principles, and for their easy

and elegant execution.
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EXPLANATION OF SIGNS m

KNITTING EECEIPTS.

o
V

Ira 1. A plain stitch.

X. Take in by knitting two stitches together.
Sffis

0. Making a stitch and hole at the same time, by

casting the thread over the wire.

B. Back, or pearl stitch.

S. Slip a stitch, that is, take a stitch off the wire

without knitting.

S X. Slip a stitch, take in, then draw the slip one wover it.

X

m B, Take in the pearl way.

Cast Off.—Knit two stitches, draw the first over the

second; knit another, draw one over the

other again; so on until all are cast off.
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KNITTING

AND
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I.-FULL SIZE LADY’S STOCKING.

To be knitted either in fine merino wool or

white cotton
;
four wires, No. 18. Cast on 150

stitches, fifty on each of three whes; knit one

pearl and one plain for twelve rounds; then knit

plain until you have two finger-lengths done;

always knitting one stitch pearl every other round

for the back seam. You now take in a stitch each

side of the back seam every seventh round, until
B



m

I 2 KNITTING AND NETTING BOOK. 8
you have taken in twenty-five times. You will 1
now have 100 stitches on; knit one finger-length p
from where you left off taking in, which will bring Pn
you to the heel; which you knit in the following

manner:

—

p
Put twenty-five stitches on each side of the m

ii back seam, for the heel, leaving forty-nine for the P
p instep. You knit the heel pearl every other row. P
Ms always slipping your first stitch. AVhen you have

a little more than half a finger-length done, you

pi take in on each side of the back seam every plain

row, until you have taken in six on each side;

you now put the heel on two wires, and fold it

together on the wrong side; take a tliird wire, and

knit off the two at the same time; when you have p
two knitted, you draw the one over the other; m
knit another stitch, then draw it over; so on until

you have all the stitches taken off. You now take 1



lip every stitch along the side of the heel; knit

across the instep, and take up the other side of the

heel; you then, in knitting your first round,

make a stitch every third stitch along each side

of the heel. You now commence taking in at

the instep every other round; on the first side

you take in by knitting the last but one to-

gether, at the end of the side wire on the right

hand side of the instep; you take in at the begin-

ning of the udre on the left hand side by knitting

your first stitch, slipping the second; knit the

third stitch, then draw the slip one over it; con-

tinue taking in in the same manner until you

have 100 stitches on; you then knit one finger-

length plain, which will bring you to the toe.

You now commence taking in, one stitch from

the beginning and end of every wire, first observ-

ing that you have an equal number on each wire;
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you knit seven rounds, then take in again; then

six rounds, and another take in round; then five

rounds; so on until you have ten or twelve stitches

left, wliich you take off together in the same man-

ner as the heel.

The above proportions are good for a full size

stocking. Of com'se, if you knit one half the size,

you just reduce all parts in proportion; and if you

knit the stocking with a pattern, you keep the

proportions the same.

II.-SIIAWL.

DIAMOND PATTERN FOR THE MIDDLE.

Four skeins finest Lady Betty wool pins, No. 10.

Cast on 208 stitches, knit a plain row.

A plain row is knitted between each pattern row.
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First Row.

1 1 1, 0 X, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 0 X, 1 1 1. Repeat.

Second Row.

1 1, OX, OX, 11110 X, 0X11. Repeat.

Third Row.

1, 0 X, 0 X, 0 X, 1 1, 0 X, 0 X, 0 X, 1. Repeat.

Fourth Row.

1 1, 0 X, 0 X, 1 1 1, 1 0 X, 0 X, 1 1. Repeat.

Fifth Row.

1 1 1, 0 X, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 0 X 1 1 1. Repeat.

Commence again at the first row; and you will

observe, that the first and the last rows are done

the same : it requires two the same to form the

diamond. There are twenty-six diamonds in the

width, and thirty-six in the depth of the shawl.



Border same as Receipt XXII.

In taking up the stitches for the border, you

must have 250 on, wliich wiU require one stitch to

be made every fourth stitch. Increase a stitch at

the end of each row, so as to form a slop to sew

to the other side of the border; all the increased

stitches you knit plain.

III -LADY’S SCARF.

PATTERN FOR THE ENDS.

Cast 118 stitches, knit fourteen plain rows.

Seven plain at the beginning and end of each row.

There are twenty-six stitches in each pattern.

First Row.

X X X X, 0 1, 0 1, 0 1, 0 1, 0 1, 0 1, 0 1, 0 1.

X X X X 0 X. Repeat.



Second Bow.

Pearl.

Commence again with first row.

If you have coloured ends, it looks well, five

shades of amber, and a wliite strip betwixt the

shades; and knit three rows between each pattern

row, first a pearl, then a plain and a pearl row,

changing the shades at every pattern row.

IV.-PinERN FOR MIDDLE OF LADY’S SCARF.

Fourteen plain stitches at the hegiiming and end

of every row.

Knit a pearl row betwixt each pattern row.

There are fourteen stitches in each pattern.

After knitting the last pattern in the row, knit

Printed image digitised tjy the University of Southampton Library Digitisation Unit
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0 X 0 X, before the fourteen plain,

edges may be the same.

so that both

First Row.

0, X 0 X 0 X 0 X 1 1 1, 1 1 1. Repeat.

Second Row.

0X0X10X0X111, 11. Repeat.

Third Row.

0 X 0 X 1 1 0 X 0 X 1 1 1, 1. Repeat.

Fourth Row.

0X0X1110X0X111. Repeat.

Fifth Row.

0X0X111, 10X0X11. Repeat.

Sixth Row.

0X0X111, 11, 0X0X1. Repeat.

Seventh Row.

0 X 0 X 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 0 X 0 X. Repeat.
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Eighth Row.

0 X 0 X 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 0 X 1.

Commence again at fast row.

V -PAHERN FOR BOY’S SCARP.

Cast on forty-five stitches, knit a plain row.

Knit six stitches plain at the beginning; five

plain at end of each row; knit OXlOXlOXl
the same every row, always observing that the 0

is above the 0 in the last row, which will form an

open stripe. It requires two skeins of four ply

fleecy; pins No. 8. Finished with fringe, knotted

in.



f
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VI.-A WAEM SCAPiF OR COMFORTER

FOR A GENTLEMAN.

Cast on sixty stitclies; slip the hack way 0 X 0 S

X 0 S X 0 S X
;
so on to the end of the row, every

row the same. E'inish by serving on a fringe. It

takes tliree skeins four-ply fleecy, or if wliite,

three skeins of six-ply Lady Betty wool. Pins

Xo. 8.

VII.-Y0MG LADY’S SCARF.

Cast on eighty-four, knit two plain rows.

First Kow.

BXXXOlOlOlOlOlOXXX. Eepeat

four times. Knit six plain at the beginning, and

six plain at end of each row.

I

mm

Pnntec
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Second Row
Peai-1.

Third Row.

Plain.

Fourth Row.

Pearl

;

always remembering to knit tbe first and last

six plain ; and in the back row, knit the B
stitch plain; and in the plain, knit it B: there

will be five B stitches in all. Take fom’ shades of

scarlet, two skeins of each change at every pat-

tern row; put one white, then the four scarlets

again, then another wliite, imtil you have three

stripes of scarlet, then a pattern, and the three

rows of white, which forms the end. Knit six

plain rows; the middle is a stripe 1110X111
0 X, the same every row; always observing that
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Fifth Row.

S 0 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 0 1.

sixth Row.

80111,11010111110 1.

Seventh Row.

801X11101110111X10 1.

Rlghth Row.

8011X110111, 11011X1101.

Ninth Row.

80111X10111, 111, 101X11101.

Tenth Row.

801111X0111, 111, 111, 0X111101.

Eleventh Row.

801111101 [OllllXXlllOl] 01
1 1 1 1 0 1 .
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Twelfth Row.

S01X1110111[0 111XX110111]
OlllXlOl.

Thirteenth Row.

SOI 1X11 [OlllllOllXXlOlllll]
011X110 1.

Fourteenth Row.

SOlllXlOlll, 111,10[1XX0111,
1 1 1, 1 0] 1 X 1 1 1 0 1.

Fifteenth Row.

SOllllXOlll, 111, 111, 0[X 0111,

111, 1110] XllllOl.
Commence again at the eleventh row.

Eepeat the pattern within the brackets as many

times as there are leaves : they ivill increase gra-

dually. When they are as large as you wish, cast
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off, and then take up both sides at one time
; and

whatever pattern you work for the border, let out

at each corner, and the back.

The following makes a pretty border :

—

First Row.

B X X X, 0 1, 0 1, 0 1, 0 1, 0 1, 0 X X X, B.

Second Row,

B 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 B.

A pearl row betwixt each pattern row. When

deep enough, which will depend on the size of the

shawl, cast off, and sew on the fringe.

•4-5J+-

IX.-PATTEM FOR FRIFGE.

Oast on six stitches, 0 X 0 X 0 X, always work-

ing the back way, every row the same
;
sew it on.
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p and wash the shawl before taking down the fringe,

IP
which causes it to be curled; take down four stit-

PI
dies, and commence to do so where you ended.

I KB—

i X-WAVE PATTERN FOR A HANDKERCHIEF.

Begin at the back. Cast on tlmee stitches. E'.a

First Row. CS

1 S 0 1 0 1.

R Second Row.

y S 0 1 1 1 0 1. m
Third Row.

R S 0 1 1 0 X 1 1 0.

M Fourth Row. V
1

SOlllOXllOl.

S'



Fifth Row.

soil 1, 10X1110 1.

Sixth ROW.

soil 1
,
110 X 111 , 10 1.

Seventh Row.

SOllOXllOXllOXlOl.
EiShth Row.

SOlllOXllOXllOXllOl.
Ninth Row.

SOllllOXllOXllOXllOl.
Tenth Row.

SOllOXllOXllOXllOXllOl.
The firet -wave now be fonned, and the first

hole of the second. Continue 0X11 every pat-

tern row ;
always observing that when the wave

lies to the left, you 0 when you pass the 0; when



it lies to the right, you 0 lefore the 0 in the last

row. Do seven holes to the right, and seven holes

to the left.

When large enough, cast off; then take up both

sides of the border. On the side of a shawl there

ought to he tliree-fourths of the number of stit-

ches that are on the neck when finished.

In knitting the border, let out at each corner,

both front and back.

E-JS^

XI.-BAND FOR THE THROAT.

Cast on twenty stitches, on No. 16 wires.

Two wires and six skeins of Berlin wool are

required.

Knit plain, and increase one at the end of each

row,iuitil you have thirty-oneon; Thepattern is

—
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the first row; so on until long enough; and knit a

plain piece to finish, taking in at the end of each

Pi row, until twenty stitches are left; cast them off;

ip fasten with a loop and button.

1 —
' XIL-EDGING-A SMALL VAITOYKE.

1 Cast on nine stitches, and knit a plain row.

MS nrst Row.
SllOXOOXOOX.

Second Row.

OllBllBllOXl.
m Tlilrd Row.

SllOXlll, 111, 1.

m Fourth Row.

Cast off three, knit 1 1 1, 1 1 0 X 1. %
i

Repeat fi:om the first row
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XIV -EDGING-LEAF PATTERN.

Cast on ten stitches, knit one plain row.

First Row.

SI 1 0X00X00X1.
Second Row.

lllBllBlll, 11.

Tblrd Row.

SI 10X1100X00X1.

Fourtn Row.

lllBllBlll, 111, 1.

Fifth Row.

SllOXll 1,100X00X1.

sixth Row.

lllBllBlll, 111, 111.
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XVIII.-EDGmG.

Cast on twelve stitches. Knit a plain row be-

tween each pattern row.

First ROW,
0X10X0111, lOXl.

Second Row.

0X10X0X01110X1.
Third Row.

OXlOXOXOllOXl.
Fourth Row.

0X10X0X0X0X010X1.
Fifth Row.

O^OXOXOXOXXOXI.
Sixth Row.

OSXOXOXOXllOXl.
Seventh Row.

OSXOXOXlllOXl.



Print
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Fourth Row.

1 1 B, 1 ] B, 1 1 B, 1 1 B, 1 1 B, 1 1 B, 1 1 1.

Fifth Row.

S 1 1, (0 0 X. Repeat to the end.

Sixth Row.

1 1 B nine times
;
the last tliree plain.

Seventh Row,

S 1 1, (0 0 X. Repeat
;
the last stitch plain.

Eighth Row.

1 1 1 B, (1 1 B. Repeat; last three plain.

Ninth Row.

S 1 1. Take in twenty times.

Tenth Row.

Cast off four stitches. Take in eight times

;

plain two.

Commence again at first row.
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XXI.-C0RAL PATTERN.

Oast on seventeen stitches in each pattern row.

First Row.

1 1 1, 1 1 X, 1 1, 0 X, 0 X, 0, 1, 0, 1 1 X, 1 1 1 1,

X 1 1 0, X 0, X, 0 1 0, 1 1 X.

Second Row.

X 1 1, X 1 1, 0 X, 0 X, 0, 1 1 1, 0, 1 1, X, 1 1 X, 1

1, 0, X 0, X 0, 1 1 1, 0, 1 1 1.

Third Row.

XX, 1 1, 0, X 0, X 0, 1 1 1, 1 1 0, 1 1 X, X 1 1, 0

X, 0 X, 0 1 1 1, 1 1 0, 1 1 1.

Fourth Row.

X 1 1, 0 1, 0 X, 0 X, 0 1 1, X, 1 1 1 1, X, 1 1, 0 1,

ox, ox, 01 1,X 11 1,11.
D
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Fifth Row.

1 1 1, 0, 1 1 1, 0, X, 0, X, 0, 1 1 X, 1 1 X, 1 1, 0,

1 1 1, 0 X, 0 X, 0, 1 1, X 1 1, X.

Sixth Row.

111,0111, IlOX, 0, XO, llXXllOlll,
110,X0,X0, IIXX.

A pearl row betwixt each pattern row.

XX1I.-SIMPLE BOEDER FOR A SHAWL.

First Row.

1, 0, 1 1 1 1, X, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, X, 1 1 1 1, 0, 1. Repeat.

Second Row.

B, B, 0, B B B B, B, B B B B, B, B BB B, 0, B B.

Third Row.

1 1 1, 0, 1 1 1, X, 1 1, X, 1 1 1 1, 0, 1 1 1.
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i Thirty-Fifth Row. 1w 1 1 1, 1, 0, X, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1.

Tliirty-Sixth Row.

1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1, 0, X, 1 1.

One Vandyke will now be formed.

Commence again at first row.

1

1 XXV.-SIIIPLE EDGE. i

i Oast on twelve stitches, knit two plain rows. p
ft First Row.

0
1 1 1, 0, X, 1, 0, X, 0, X, 0 X. S

I Second Row. P
1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 0, X 1.

i
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i Tenth Row. i
ft

1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1, 0, X, 1.

il
Rleventh Row.

8 Ill, 0X111, 111, 0X0X01.

iP Twelfth Row.

N 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1, 0 X 1.

Thirteenth Row. p
M 1 1 1, 0, X 1 1 1, 1 1, X 0 X 0 X 0 1, U

Fourteenth Row.

M Ill, 111,111, 111, 11, 0, XI.

B rateenth Row.
ft

B
lllOXllllXOXOXOX.

ft

p Sixteenth Row. w
1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 0 X 1.

m IM







J
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Third. Row.

S11X0111,110X11011X111,1011X
1 13,1 1 1.

Fourth Row.

SIBBBXBBBOBBBXBBBOBSXOB
BB,BBB,B0XB1.

Fifth Row.

SXOl 110^ Oil 10X01 11 1X11 01
111X1111.

Sixth Row.

S1BXBBB,BB0BXBBB,BB0BB0X
BBB,BBX0BB1.

Seventh Row.

SlllOXlllXOlll, 111, 111,X0111
1 1 1,X0 1 1.
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Eighth Row.

0XBX0BBB,B1.

Ninth Row.

Sill, llOSXOlll, 111, 111, XllOll
11X11011.

Tenth Row.

S10BBB,XBBB0BBBXBBB,BBB,X
OBBBOXBBBl.

Eleventh Row.

SllXOlll, 110X111, 1X111, lOllX
1

1

1 1 0 1

1

.

Twelfth Row.

S10BBB,BB,XB0BBB,BBXBBX0B
B B, B B B, B 0 X B 1.



TWrteenth Row.

SXOlllOSXOlll, 0X0X111, 11 1,0

~X 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1.

Fourteentb Row.

S1BBB,BBXB0BBB,BBXB0BB0X
BBB,BBX0BB1,

Fifteentli Row.

SlllOXlllXOlll, OllXllllOllX
1 1

1

,
1 1

1

.

Sixteenth Row.

S1BBB,XBBB,0BBB,XBBB,0BBB,B
0XBX0BBB,B1.

Seventeenth Row.

S 1 1 1, 1 1 0^0 111, 110111, 1X11011
1,1X1111.

Printed
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ft

Eighteenth Row. 1
is S1BXBBB,BB0BXBBB,BB0BBB,X

W OBBBOXBBBl. Hm Nineteenth Row.

ii SllXOlll, 110X111, 111, 11X0111,
1 1 1, X 0 1 1.

Twentieth Row.

S10,BXBBB,BB0BXBBB,BBB,X0B $
BB,BBB,B0XB1. H

m Twenty-First Row.

i| SXOlll, OSXOlll, 0X111, 1X11011 ^Ip

S 1, 1 X 1 1 0 1 1. 9
II Twenty-Second Row.

S10BBB,XBBB,0BBB,XBB,BBB0X
K;I3 BBB, BBXOBBl. PP
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Twenty-Tlilrd Row.

Sill, 0X111, X0111,11X1111011X
1111011 .

Twenty-Fourth Rov/.

S10BBB,B1?X]30BBB,BBXBBB,]3 B
OXBXOBBBBl.

Commence again at the first row.

—

—

XXIX.-EDGING WITH A SCOLLOP.

Cast on eleven stitches.

Cotton, Taylor’s, No. 40 ; wires. No. 22.

First Row.

S, 1 1, 0, X, 1, 0, X, 0, X, 0, 1.

Second Row.

1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 0, X, 1.
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Tliird Row.

S, 1 1, 0, X, 1 1, 0, X, 0, X, 0, 1.

Foiirth Row.

1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1, 0, X, 1.

Fifth Row.

S, 1 1, 0, X, 1 1 1, 0, X, 0, X, 0, 1.

SiKth Row.

1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1, 0, X, 1.

Seventh Row.

S, 1 1, 0, X, 1 1 1, 1, 0, X, 0, X, 0 1

.

Eighth Row.

1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 0, X, 1.

Ninth Row.
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1 Fourth Row. I
m SlOXOlll, 111, 10X011. 8

Fifth Row. s
S 1 0 X 0 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 0 X 0 1 1.

8
Sixth Row. M

B
S 1 0 X 0 1 1 1, 1, (0 1 0) 1 1 1, 1 0 X 0 1 1.

8 Seventh Row. 8
3^

S 1 0 X 0 1 1 1, 1 (0 1 1 1 0) 1 1 1, 1 0 X 0 1 1. %
Eighth Row.

ill

S 1 ,0 X 0 1 1 1, 1 1 (0 1 0 X 1 X 0 1 0) 1 1 1, 1 0 n
XOll.

Ninth Row. m
S10X0111,1X(01110SX01110)X1 j^i?^

1110X011.

I



Tenth Row.

810X0111,1(0X0X1X010X1X0X0)
111, 10X011.

Eleventh Row.

S10X0111,11(0 1110SX01110SX
OHIO) 111, 11 oTo 1 1.

Twelfth Row.
810X011 1,1(0X0X1X010X1X010

XIXOXO) 111, 10X011.

Thirteenth Row.

810X0111, 11 (0 1110^ 0 1 1 1 0 8 X
011108X0111 0)1 il7i 1 0 X 0 1 iT~

Fourteenth Row.

810X01111 (0X1X010X1X010X1
XOlOXlXOX) 111, 10X011.

Repeat between tbe parentlieses as your work

Printed image digitised by the University of Southampton Library Digitisation Unit
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XXXIII.-VMDYKE TOE RUBBER,

IN WOOL.

Five skeins of Berlin wool will be requh'ed
;
one

deep blue, two amber, and two pink, make a pretty

contrast. Two wires. No. 16.

Cast on twenty-seven stitclies.

The S in this pattern must be slipped off the

pearl way.

First Row.

0 S X eight times, then 1 0 0 X.

Second Row.

0 1 1 B 1, 0 S X, 0 S X, 0 S X, which ivill leave

fifteen stitches on the wire, then turn to knit the

third row.

Third Row.

08X,0SX,0SX,111,11.
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Tenth Row.

1 1 B, 1 1 B, 1 1 B, 1, (0 S X seven times, wliich

will leave thi'ee, tlien turn.

Eleventh Row.

0 S X, seven times, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1.

Twelfth Row.

Cast off seven stitclies, knit two plain, then 0 S X
eight times.

Change the colom-, and commence the pattern.

It takes seventeen patterns to form the round.

When done, cast all off, and sew it together.

A good way to an-ange the colom's:—Begin

with the blue, dark amber, light amber, blue, dark

pink, light pink
;
same again.

The above Receipt makes a very pretty udne-

rubber, knitting in fine Dutch twist, and fine



wires, No. 18 ;
but you require to cast on forty-

one stitclies
;
knit in the same manner as the last,

only do not turn on the second row until you

have four additional 0 S X. Continue knitting

until you have four or five more Vandykes, then

the Berlin wool on?; you will see when it is

large enough when the round is formed
;
then sew

it together.

XXXIV.-TOILET COVER.

Knitted in diamonds, and sewed together.

Cast on three stitches Nvith Butch twist
;

wires,

No. 16; knit a plain row.

A plain row betwixt each pattern row.

First Row.

110 1 . .



Second Row.

1 1 0 1 1 .

Third Row.

1 1 0 1 0 1 1 .

Fourth Row.

1 1 1
,
0 1 0, 1 1 1 .

Fifth Row.

1 1 1
, 0 1 1 1

,
0 1 1 1 .

Sixth Row.

1 1 1 , 0 1 1 1
,
1

1

,
0 1 1 1 .

Seventh Row.

1 1 1, 0, seven plain, then 0 111.

Righth Row.

1110, nine plain, then 0111.
F
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Fifteenth Row.

1110, twenty-tliree plain, then 0111.

A plain row between each pattern row.

Sixteenth Row.

1110, twenty-five plain, then 0111.

Seventeenth Row.

1110, twenty-seven pilain, then 0111.

Righteenth Row.

1110, then 0 X to the end, but the last two

plain.

Nineteenth row.

1 1 1 X, twenty-five plain, then X 1 1 1.

Twentieth Row.

1 1 1 X, twenty-three plain, then X 1 1 1.



Now a pearl row between each row.

Twenty-Second Row.

1 1 1 X, nineteen plain, then X 1 1 1,

Twenty-TIiird Row.

1 1 1 X, seventeen plain, then X 1 1 1.

Twenty-Fourth Row.

1 1 1 X, fifteen plain, then X 1 1 1.

Now a plain row between each row.

Twenty-Fifth Row.

1 1 1 X, thirteen plain, then X 1 1 1.

Twenty-Sixth Row.

1 1 1 X, eleven plain, then X 1 1 1.
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Thirty-Fourth Row.

1 XX.

Cast off.

XnV.-TOILET COVEE.

Cast on twenty-one stitches for each pattern.

A pearl row betwixt each pattern row.

First Row.

X, 1 1 1, X, 1 0 1, 0 1, X, 1 1 1, X, 1 0 1, 0 1 1.

Repeat.

Second Row.

X, 1 X, 1 0, 1 1 1, 0 1 X 1 X 1 0 1 1 1, 0 1 1.

Repeat.
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Third Row.

S X, 1 0, 1 1 1, 1 1 0 1,^ I 0 1 1 1, 1 1, 0 1 1.

Repeat,

Fourtb Row.

1 1 0, 1 0, 1 X, 1 1 1, X, 1 0 1 0 1 X 1 1 1 X.

Repeat.

Fifth Row.

1 1 0, 1 0 1, 1 1 X, 1 X, 1 0 1 1 1, 0 1 X 1 X.

sixth Row.

11011 1, 11 OjlSXlOlll, 1101^.

—l-JG-8—

XXXVI.-SmPLE RUFF FOR A CHILD.

Garter stitch. White and blue double Berlin.

Pins, No. 6.

Cast on fifty stitches.



Knit four rows of white, then four of blue, un-

til you have five strips of white and five of blue

;

cast off, and fold it together, adding strings.

XXXVIL-BABY’S HOOD.

Cast on eighty stitches ; Pins, No. 7.

Two skeins four-ply Lady Betty wool will be

required.

Knit eighty rows plain to roll up for the front,

then a row 0 X 0 X, six plain rows, then cast on

ten stitches at each end for the back of the neck,

another row 0 X 0 X, then two plain rows, then

knit twenty rows oflOXlOXlOX; repeat,

for the crown part.

Sew up the back, draw in the crown with a

needle, and add a silk button, line it with satin.



draw in two ribbons in tlie 0 X rows, finish with

a rosette of same ribbon.
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Eightystitches are cast on for the curtain, wliich

is knitted the same pattern as the crown.

^ Four skeins four-ply fleecy wool, two wliite and

^ two scarlet, two wires. No 12, will be required.

O Cast on tliirteen stitches for the toe, of scarlet

^ wool, knit fom‘ plain rows ; fifth row, knit a loop of

white in at every other stitch at the same time

^ with the scarlet, but put the white round the first

1
finger of the left hand before you put it round the

wh-e, to make the loop : sixth row plain, next a

-HC-+

Xnvill.-WAEM SHOE,

WITH FLEECY LOOPS IN THE INSIDE.
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row witli loops, then knit five plain rows, then a

row putting in the white loops, another plain row,

and then a row -with loops, then five plain rows.

The whole shoe done in the same manner. Knit

twenty-sevenrows,making a stitchat the beginning

and end of every fourth row, until you have forty-

five on
;
you -will now be at the instep

;
you will

then knit fifteen stitches only on each side
;
when

long enough, cast off; you judge the length by the

size you wish your shoe
;
take up the stitches

round the instep, and knit the first row plain, next

pearl, then plain and pearl again, next a row of

holes, then a plain row and a pearl row, cast off,

sew up the heel and in the sole, draw a ribbon

through the holes, get a thin leather sole put on.

The sole is knitted in the same manner as the

shoe. Cast on thii'teen stitches at the toe, let out

a stitch at each side for the broad paid, and take
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s in again at tlie narrow and let out again for tlie

1
lieel.

—
w

I miL-HOMTOI^ LACE CAPE.

li The finest black Lady Betty wool; Pins, No. 9.

Cast on 200 stitches.

B
Knit eight plain rows.

First Row.

if
1 1 0 X. Repeat, knitting four stitches jdaiu at

ir^

B the beginning and end of the row.

P Second Row.

Plain ; commence again at first row. When you |@

have knitted six pattern rows, commence taking

in a stitch at the end of every row.
Ij5^

i
When you think it a proper depth, cast off ten

2s(b
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XL.-0PEK STITCH FOR PURSE.

Cast on fifty stitches; two wires, Wo. 18.

Two skeins purse twist
; knit two plain rows.

Pattern, 0X0X0. Repeat.

Eveiy row the same, but always knitting the

pearl way. When long enough, sew up a thh'd at

each end. Tliis stitch requires to be well stretched.

XLI.-A PRETTY STRIP STITCH FOR A PURSE.

Cast on sixty-six stitches
;
knit two jdain rows.

Pattern, SllOXlOXlOXlOX. Repeat.

Ending with a plain stitch. Every row the

same, always observing that the stitch which

is knitted plain is the one that has been cast up



in the jirevious row. When done, sew up a tlm-d

part at each end.

It requires three skeins purse twist
;
two

wires, No. 16 or 18.

All purses ought to be stretched, which is done

in the foUoudng manner: pin them out on any

tiling soft, wet a cloth and lay on, then iron above

the damp cloth
;
leave it to dry.

Tliis stitch will also make a pretty leg to a

baby’s boot.

-«tse3 --

XLII.-PUI1SE FOR USmG UP AI.L ODD

PITS OF STI.K.



Commence again
;
knit three pearl rows betwixt

each pattern row. Change the silk at every

pattern row.

Any colours can be used, and every strip may
be different.

XLIII.-NETTED FLOWER-STAED,

WITH A FRILL.

Fom- shades of pink, and four shades of green,

with white.

Cast on 180 loops 'with the wliite, a medium size

mesh, net five rows ; then take your darkest pink

and net forty-five loops, putting four loops into each

loop of white, then your next shade, and net other

forty-five loops in the same manner; then your

tliird shade, net forty-five the same, then the



liglitest, and net tlie last forty-five in the same

way. Ketfour pieces the same, two of them with

the pink, and two with the green. Fold each piece

into fom' and draw it up, and sew it on a qiiarter

of the stand, then the other three on in the same

manner. You make the stand of a bit of paste-

board, covered with green or pink silk
;
a romid

piece a finger-length in diameter.

XLIV.-SMALL NETTED STAND FOR A GLASS

OF FLOWERS.

OF BERLIN WOOL.

Cast on fourteen loops on a mediimi size mesh,

then take a small one, and net tlu-ee rounds, then

take the mdest mesh and net fom- loops into every



otlier loop
;
you miss a loop without netting any

into it ; then take the fine mesh and net four

rounds
;
then net six loops, and turn and net five

loops, leaving the last of the six unnetted
;
then

turn and net four loops
;
turn and net three loops

;

then two loops ; then one. You now tie on your

wool, and net another six loops in the same manner

as the last six,loops, ending with one, and so on till

you have Vandykes all round.

XLV.-ANOTHER SMALL NETTED STMD.

Cast on fifty loops with a dark shade of amber

and a mesh an inch broad, then take a very small

mesli and net two romids
; change the shade and

net three rounds with the same mesh
;
then take

a mesh a size larger, and the next shade of wool.
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and net three vounds, then net three rounds with

the same mesh, of blue wool; you then take the

broad mesh and net three loops into eveiy loop for

the fringe—^with blue also.

XLVI.-NETTED RIBBON FOR THE NECK.

Seven shades of amber, one skein of each shade,

and three of white, with three additional skeins of

the middle shade, wiU be requu-ed. No. 10 mesh.

Cast on 100 loops with white
; net four rows

;

then one row of each shade, commencing with the

lightest, go on to the darkest, then back to the

lightest, then fom- rows of white
;
then net two

loops into each one of the middle shade, on each

side, then take a wide mesh and net tlu-ee loops

into one at each end to finish.



FOR A TIE AT THE NECK, INSTEAD OF A

HANDKERCHIEF.

You require tlu-ee shades and white of herlin

wool.

Cast on 150 loops with a mesh, say the size of

No. 10; net three rows of the darkest shade

and tlu'ee of the next shade, then three of the

lightest
;
you then take a broad mesh and net one

row, then a row taking three loops together, and net

other two loops into the ones you have taken

together
;
so on in the whole row. You then take

yom- small mesh again and net twelve rows
;
you

thentake the broad mesh andnet a row
;
then a row

taking the thi-ee together the same way as before

;

you now take the lightest shade and net three rows

;



Cast on twelve loops with white cotton, a mesh

about half an inch broad; take a small mesh

and net two rows ;
then take the broad mesh and

net two loops into each loop
; then take the small

mesh ;ind net three rounds
; take the broad mesh

again and net two loops into every one
;
then the

small mesh and net twelve rounds. You now com-

mence the Vandyke
:
you net eight loops, then tmu

and net seven; ton and net six; turn and net

five; tm-n and net four; turn and net three
;
then

two, and then one. Cut off the cotton and tie it on
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eM to tlie row, and net the Vandykes all round in the
iii same manner.

_^£_Jg-9-_

1m XLIL-NETTED WINDOW CURTAIN.

Coarse Dutch tivist
; two meshes a half an inchS K‘i5t

broad
;
another an inch and a half broad will be

^d
requh’ed. M

1^]^ Cast on eighty loops 'with the small mesh, and ii
net fifteen rows; take the broad mesh and net

one row; then a row taking three loops into

one; then another row putting three loops into

^p eveiy loop
;
you then take the small mesh and

net other fifteen rows ; then take the 'wide mesh

and net three rows in the same manner as the last

three with the vdde one; you then net other

fifteen with the narrow one ; then three with the

wide one in the same manner as last three
;
then

a&t
2^^Li



^
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I

fifteen with the narrow one. Now take the wide

one and net four loops mto every other loop ; then

a mesh half the width of the smallest one, and

net two rows
;
then take the one you netted all

the fifteen rows with, and net a loop into every

other one—which forms the scallop at the bottom.

-

L.-MTTED PIE NAPKIX.

Cast on forty loo2is mth Dutch twist on a

medium size mesh; net five rounds
;
put two loops

into eveiy loop of the sixth round
;
then net four-

teen rounds
;
put two loops into every loop of the

next round; then net twenty rounds of round

netting; then take a small mesh and net five

rounds
;
then take the large mesh and net twenty

rounds of the round netting; then net a round,



t
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B taking two loops together every time
;
then four-

n teen rounds; another round taking two loops

together; then five rounds, which completes it.

Draw the ends together and push them into each

other so as to form two puffs.

Note, The only difference between the plain

and round netting is, that before passing the

needle through the loop on the work, you reverse

if it and take up the loop backwards. mi

i
-<8S3

1
i LL-ROUND RETTED WIRE RTOBER. i

Cast on twenty loops on a medium size mesh.

take a fine one and netthree rounds; join it together

ii at the first fine round
; take the larger mesh ; net

is a round putting two loops into every one
;
then

the fine one again, net fom; rounds
;
then take the

i



large one; net a round putting two loops into

every one ;
then take the fine one again and net

six rounds, then take a very broad mesh, say an

inch and a half broad, and net a round putting

three loops into every one, for the fringe. You

take a needle and darn in two holes all round on

the last six done with the fine mesh.

LII.-NETTED WINE RUBBERS.

Cast on forty loops on a small mesh; net a

square
;

fill in until darning
;
any pattern, accord-

ing to taste, forming circles or diamond for a

border, and a few spots in the centre
;
sew a fringe

round to finish.
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LIII.-HMDSOME NETTED SHATO.

Six shades of purple and one wliite of double

Berlin
;
one ounce of each is rec[uired.

Cast on sevent5f-seven loops
;
net two rows of

each shade, heginnirig with the dark and ending

with the white
;
commence again with the dark

and net eleven stripes, then fold it across, and

net it together, jiutting two stitches into every

third stitch
;
when within ten loops of the back

comei’, put three stitches into every corner, that is

ten on eat h side of the corner, with the darkest

shade; net three rows of each shade; net tlu’ee

stitches into each of white, with a broad mesh.

LIV.-NETTED CUFFS, WITH A FRILL.

Two colours; four skeins of each is required;



K^

?feG
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amesli the size of guage No. 10, and one twice that M
M size.

% Cast on tlih-ty loops with the small mesh
;
net

E;l3
thirty rows; take the hroad mesh and put two

loops into every one; then a row with the fine

one
;
then another row ivith the hroad, putting two

i&i3
into every one again

;
you then net two rows with

ig^ the fine one, which finishes the fi'ill
;
net tliirty

rows and the two edge rows of the same colour;

net a frill to the other side in the same manner

;

sew it together, and turn one fi’ill down over the

Ip
other.

pi
Sija

m
LV.-A YEET PEETTT NETTED SCARF. p

It will require seven shades of scarlet Berlin,

Dy
©1 four skeins of each shade.

1



A mesli about an inoli broad, and one No. 5 or

6. Cast on 130 loops mtli the broad mesh, and

using the wool double of the darkest shade
;
then

net two rows with the small mesh, using the wool

single.

Commence again with the large mesh, and so on

till your shades are done
;
then commence with the

second lightest, then the next shade, ending rvith

the dark, wliicli completes the scarf; the ends are

then drawTi up, and a tassel added.

LVL-A FULL SIZE LADY’S SPENCEK

Cast on 110 stitches; Pins No. 8.

Four skeins Lady Betty Wool will be required.

Knit two plain rows
;
then a row of holes

;
throw

up a stitch eighteen stitches from each end on
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eveiy other row, to form the gusset for the front,

until there are twenty stitches increased at each

side
; then continue knitting on the seventy-fom’

middle stitches, leaving an equal number at each

end for the fr-onts; knit thirty-five rows, which

win make it deep enough for the hack
;
then con-

tinue knitting taking in a stitch at every row to

form the shoulder, until you have only forty on

the pin, which cast off; then commence one of the

fr'onts
; knit forty-four rows ; cast off two stitches

at the outer edge, knitting the remainder of the

row ; continue doing so till you have twenty-four

stitches on, wliich cast off and sew to the shoulder

;

then commence the other front, which knit the

same.

FOR THE SLEEVE.

Cast on tliirty stitches
;
knit twelve rows : one

stitch pearl and one stitch plain ; then knit twelve
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m plain rows
;
continue plain, letting out every fifth [&;i'3

row until you have seventy stitches on ; cast off

m four at the beginning of every row until it is aj<i

brought to a point; sew up the sleeve and join it 1^

to the spencer ; draw in a ribbon at the neck and

waist.

w —^32-J—

1 LVII.-A VERY HANDS0M& KNITTED COVER
lia

Ps

H FOR A MUSIC-STOOL.

Six different colours of shaded wool, say pink.
@
PI

blue, amber, green, purple and scarlet; betwixt

each stripe of the shaded wool put a stripe of a

plain colour
;
dark claret looks well.

Cast on ninety stitches
;
Pins Ho. 11. M

First Row.

0 S X, to the end of the row.

1
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Second Row.

0 S X, eighteen times
;
then knit the eighteen

back again
;
commence again and knit nineteen

;

then turn and knit the nineteen back again the

same as you did the eighteen
;
go on in the same

manner knitting an additional 0 S X, at the end of

every second row until you come to a point; one

stripe will now be formed; knit twenty-four

stripes, changing the colour at every stripe.

Cast off all excepting twelve stitches ;
then sew

it together, pulling doivn the twelve for a fringe

;

tie the fringe of every stripe into a tassel with

blue.

LVIII.-MTI-MACASSAES

Are pretty knitted of coloured Lady Betty wool

;
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1
four shades of blue, and four of amber, with wliite

betudxt. S
Cast on 108 stitches

;
Pins No. 10. w

H Knit four plain rows. N
First Row.

XXXX010101010101910XX
X X B. Repeat to the end.

Second Row.

Pearl. M
Third Row.

1
Plain. 8

Fourth Row.

Pearl,

M Knit four stitches jilain at the beginning and m
Pi

end of each row; always observe and knit the pi
pearl stitch plain on the pearl row.

w Change the colour at every first row. M
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if

S LIL-SMALL QUILT.

Cast on five stitches for each pattern.

M Double Berlin wool ; Pins No. 9.

p First Row.

0, S, 1 1, pass the S over the two plain, 0, S, 1,

pass the S over the 1 plain.

Second Row.

w Pearl. M
Commence again at first row.

m Tliis quilt is prettiest when knitted with white

wool and lined with rose colour.

LL-PLAIN BLACK BEAD-BAG. 1
M Four skeins purse twist will be required

;
string

H 1
ft

Printed image dtgitised tiy the University of Southampton Library Digitisation Unit
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on the beads before commencing; two wires No.

18. Cast on from forty to fifty stitches, according

to the size you ivish. Knit two plain rows
;
next

row knit a stitch and put forward a bead to the

end of the row; a plain row betwixt eveiy bead

row; so on until you have rather more than a

quarter of a yard knitted; and with two plain

rows cast off. Sew up the two sides and add a

fringe, which is done by fastening yom- thread

to the edge of the bag at the top of the side

;

string on about twenty beads, then fasten them

to the side ; string on about twenty-four for the

next loop; so on increasing a few beads every

loop until you come to the bottom; then con-

tinue them all the same length, and make the two

sides correspond.

You can either add a top or draw it with rings.





Fifth Row.

Same as first.

Sixth Row.

Plain.

Seventh Row.

Plain.

Eighth Row.

Plain.

Ninth Row

111111-111H1-. Repeat.

Tenth Row.

Plain.

Eleventh Row.

11111-(1111-1111-1111- Repeat.

Twelfth Row.

Plain.



Thirteenth Row.

Same as ninth row.

Three plain rows.

Commence again at first row.

Tlie bead is put forward at every dot.

When you have knitted a little more than a

quarter of a yard, cast off, and sew up the sides

;

add a fringe as in the former pattern.

—• • I

LXII.-L0NG PDRSE WITH STEEL BEADS.

Cast on sixty stitches
; whes No. 18.

Knit a plain row
; a bead is placed between tho

plain stitches in every alternate row.

First Row.

SlOX(l 10X110 X. Repeat.
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Second Row.

S, 1 1 0 X, 1 1 0 X 1 1. Repeat.

Commence again witli first row.

Sew up a tliii-d at each, end ; draw up the ends

and add rings and a tassel at one end
;
sew the

other flat with a fringe of heads.

LXIII.-STITCH FOE A LONG PUBSE.

Cast on forty-nine stitches; knit a plain row

Pattern: Si 0X1 0X1 OX; same to the end

of the row, every row the same, always obseiwing

to put the Os above one another. Three skeins of

purse twist and two wires No. 18 are requhed;

sew up one thud at each end.



LXIV -MOTHER STITCH FOR A PURSE MORE

OPEN.

Cast on forty stitches
;
knit a plain row.

Pattern : IIOXOXIIOXOX, soonto the

,
end of the row, every row the same, always knit-

ting the back way. Two skeins of pmse twist

and two wes No. 20 are required
;
sew up one

third at each end.

H6+*

LXV.-SPME STITCH FOR A STOCKING.

132 stitches in all
;
ten stitches in each pat-

tern
;
nine patterns in the whole stocking ; work

one plain row between each pattern row.

First Row.

X 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 X B.



Second Row.

X 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 X B.

Tliird Row.

X Oil a, 1 1

1

, 0 X B.

Fourth Row.

1 0 1 1 X X 1 1 0 1 B.

Fitth Row.

1 1 0 1 X X 1 0 1 1 B.

Sixth Row.

1 1 1, 0 X X 0 1 1 1 B.

LXVI.-PRETTY STITCH FOR A SMALI.

STOCKING OR BABY’S SOCK.

Cast on any number of stitches that can be
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divided by 5 ;
knit six rows pearl and plain at top.

First Row.

M BIOXIBIOXIB. 1^1

Second Row.
IBBBBIBBBBI.

Third Row.

BllOXBllOXB. sip

Fourth Row. w
Same as second row.

Commence again at first row; if four wires are

used, the second row is knitted BllllBll
1 1 B all round.

8 —tfj-i—

M LXVIL-PAnERNS FOR A SET OF WINE-

RUBBERS.

Cast on seventy-four stitches on each
;
knit ten

1^
plain rows at the commencement, and ten at the

Pv
rt^aTo
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end of each, and seven plain stitches at the begin-

ning and end of every row, on each rubber
;
they

are finished with a fringe.

LXVJII.-DIAMOM).

First Row.

1 1 1 1 (B 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1. Repeat fi'om

parenthesis.

Second Row.

B B B, (1 1 1 B B B, B B B, B. Repeat from

parenthesis.

Third ROW.

1 1 B, (B B, B B, 1 1 1, 1 1. Reoeat fi’om

parenthesis.

Fourth Row.

B (1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1, B B B. Repeat from parenthesis.

.1







m m H!
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LXXII.-SMALL CHECK.

First Row.

Two plain and two pearl. Repeat.

Second Row.

Same again.

Third Row.

Two pearl and two plain. Repeat.

Fourth Row.

Same as tliird row.

Commence again at tRe first row.

LXXIII.-SMALL HALF DIAXIOM).

First Row.

Five pearl and one plain. Repeat.
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Eighth Row.

Two pearl
;
(three plain and three pearl. Repeat

from parenthesis.

Ninth Row.

Two plain
;
(one pearl and five plain. Repeat from

parenthesis.

Commence again at the fourth row.

LXXIV.-SLOPIKG PATTERN.

First Row.
Three pearl and three plain. Repeat.

Second Row.

One plain
;

(tliree pearl and three plain. Repeat

from parenthesis.

Third Row.

Two pearl; (then three plain and three pearl.

Repeat fi:om parenthesis.





Third Bow.

Two plain; then three pearl and three plain.

Eepeat.

Fourth Row.

Three plain and three pearl. Repeat.

Commence again at the first row.

•+28^-*

LXXVI.-HA1F SQUME.

First Row.

One plain and nine pearl. Repeat.

Second Row.

Eight plain and two pearl. Repeat,

Third Row.
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Fourth ROW.

Six plain and four pearl. Repeat.

Fifth Row.

Five plain and five pearl. Repeat.

Sixth Row.

Fom- plain and six pearl. Repeat.

Seventh Row.

Seven plain and tliree pearl Repeat.

RiShth Row.

Two plain and eigfit pearl. Repeat.

Ninth Row.

Nine plain and one pearl. Repeat.

Tenth Row.

j

Pearl row.

1

Commence again at tlie first row.

P

M
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LXXVII.-LAEGE HALF DIAMOM
First Row.

Nine pearl and one plain. Repeat.

Second Row.

Two peaid; (seven plain and tlu’ee pearl. Repeat

from parenthesis.

TWrd Row.

Two plain; (then five pearl and five plain to

the end.

Fourth Row.

Four pearl; (three plain and seven pearl. Repeat

from parenthesis.

Fifth Row.

Four plain; (one pearl and nine plain. Repeat

from parenthesis.
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|g!l^

Sixth Row. w
i Five plain; (one pearl and nine plain. Repeat

from parenthesis.

Seventh Row.

Three pearl
;
(three plain and seven pearl. Repeat ra

from parenthesis

Eighth ROW.

Three plain; (then five peaid and five plain to

the end. 1^

Ninth Row.

One pearl; (seven plain and three pearl. Repeat

from parenthesis.
Ps

Commence again at the first row. W

5^*



Cast on four additional stitches for tliis pattern,

which will make seventy-eight.

First Row.

Eight plain and eight pearl to the end.

Second Row.

Eight plain and eight pearl to the end.

Tlilrd Row.

Eight plain and eight pearl to the end.

Fourth ROW.

Eight plain and eight pearl to the end.

Fifth Row.

Eight pearl and eight plain to the end.



w
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1
Sixtb Row.

n Eight pearl and eight plain to the end. A
Seventh Row. m

jslja
Eight pearl and eight plain to the end.

Eighth Row.

Eight pearl and eight plain to the end.

Commence again at the first row.

—
LXXIX.-BROKEN OBLORG.

Tliia pattern also requires seventy-eight stitches

1^
ra

to be cast up,

ip First Row.

m Eight pearl and eight plain to the end.

ffl

W Second Row.

Eight pearl and eight plain to the end.

@ w
I

BiE^ BiHa
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1^ p
Ninth Row.

B B B, 0, 1, 0, B B B, X, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1. Repeat.

Tenth Row. W=
1 1 1, B B B, 1 1 1, B B B, B B B, B. Repeat.

W RIeventh Row. MS

M B B B, 1, 0, 1 0 1 B B B, X 1 1 1, 1 1. Repeat.

j&i^
Twelfth Row. M

© 1 1 1, B B B, B B, 1 1 1, B B B, B B. Repeat. MS%
m
sMz

Thirteenth Row.

B B Bj 1 1, 0, 1, 0, 1 1, B B B, X 1 1 1. Repeat.

E]3

E|!3

1^
Fourteenth Row.

P B B, 1 1 1, 0 1, 0 1 1 1, B B B, B 1. Repeat. P
IP^

Fifteenth Row.

1 1 1, B B B, B B B, B B B, 1 1 1, X. Repeat. P
rfVFiT

*



mXI.-POLKA CAP.

Two colours of Shetland Wool
;
Pins No. 9.

Cast on eighty-six stitches

First Row.

Plain.

Second Row.

Pearl.

Tliird Row.

Holes by working 0 X 0 X.

Fourth Row.

Plain ; change the colour this row.

Fltth Row.

Pearl.

Sixth Row.

Same as the third row.

m



Ninth Row.

Same as tlie tliird row.

Same patternthroughoutthe cap; alwayschange

tile colour the first plain row after having done

three rows of holes of the same colom\ When you

have done twelve rows of holes, continue with the

same colour, and leave twenty-four stitches at

each end, and continue the middle part until you

have twelve rows of holes ; then knit out to the

end of the twenty-four stitches that were left;

continue the row of holes, the plain row and the

pearl row, until you have four more rows of holes

;
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betwixt tlie piiifs. The flowers are made by mak-

ing a fringe and rolling it round a stalk made of a

different colour.

The space on the front of the cap betwixt the

two puffs is finished by a broad plaiting made of

the worsted, and sewn on
;
plait strings, and draw

a string on each side below the part that forms

the caul, and tie them behind, drandng the cap

into the size of the head
;
draw another string

down the middle of the cap to tie under the chin

;

put a tassel at the end of each string.

——

—

LXXXII.-PRTIDENCE CAP.

Cast on 100 stitches, Pins No. 9.

First Row.

Plain.
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Wlien you have nine strips knitted, cast off;

then take up the sides and knit one strip and take

oft'
;
take up the other side and do the same

;
hem

dovm half a strip all round the cap
;
draw a rib-

bon or a plaited string in the back part, and tie

behind, and another do)vn the front to tie under

the chin.

It re(puires six. skeins of white Berlin wool, and

ten skeins of pink, and two yards of ribbon.

LXXXm.-A SIMPLE PATTERN FOR A

PRIIEENCE CAP.

Cast on 100 stitches.

Work three jdam rows
;
change the colour; knit

a row of holes 0 X
;
knit three plain rows

; so on,

knitting the two last stitches together in every



p
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row; knit seven rows wlien you commence tlie

eighth strip
;
take up the sides and knit a strip on

i
them at the same time; cast off; draw a string

tlirough the holes to tie behind, and one down the

i
front to tie below the cliin.

&

8 LXnR^-NEAT BAET’S BOOTS.

P Cast on fifty-four stitches with white; wires

ll
No. 16.

Pli
Knit sis rows of one stitch pearl and one plain

m for a top; then knit any pretty pattern for the §
PP leg, until you have it about three inches long.

M The following is a pretty pattern :

—

First Row.

P 10X10X10X10 X, so on to the end of the
slP

I
row.

@
m
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Second Row.

Pearl.

Third Row.

Same as the first.

When long enough, tie on the blue wool
;
knit

two plain rows
;
then knit a row of holes just

0 X 0 X the whole row
;
knit another plain row,

then knit twenty stitches, and then tie on the

white
; knit fourteen stitches of white

;
turn your

work and knit three more rows of white, only knit-

ting the foiu'teen stitches; tie on the blue, knit

four rows
;

tie on the white, knit four rows
; tie

on the blue, knit foru- rows
;

tie on the white, knit

four rows ; all this time obseiwe you are only to

knit the fourteen stitches. You will now have

three strips of white and two of the blue; you

will now tie on the blue, and knit twenty rows

;
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cast off wlien you have the right side towards you

;

take up the side of what you have knitted, until

you come to the stitches on the wire; you uill

now require three ivires
;
join the hoot at the heel,

and knit along the other side imtil you come to

the side of the strips
;
take up the stitches along

to the toe, then knit back and forward on both

wires, and knit -within eight stitches of the toe the

first row; the second time you come to the toe

leave only seven, and so on, going one stitch near-

er to the toe every time until you are quite out

to the end
;
then knit ten rows,-and finish by join-

ing the sole together, knitting the two wires at

once and casting off at the same time; sew the

toe close and up the back of the leg
;
draw in a

ribbon in the row of holes at the ankle, and make

a little tuft in the instep. It requires six skeins

of white Berlin and eight of blue.

m
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Pour wires No. 18 ;
two skeins of purse twist will

be required.

Cast on two stitolies on three of the wires
;
knit a

plain round betwixt each pattern row.

First Round.

0 1 0 1 on each wii'e.

Second Round.

0 1 1 0 1 1 on each wire.

Third Round.

01110111 on each wii-e
;
so on until you

have got twenty-six stitches on each wire
;
you

will see that there is an 0 at the beginning and

middle of each wire, and allthe rest plain, wliich

makes an additional plain stitch betwixt each 0.
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When you have twenty-six on, you then 0 X at

the heginning and middle, the next row 0 X 0 X,

so on increasing an 0 X at every heginning and

middle until they are all 0 X, which continue to

the end of the purse.

—««)-»—

LXIXVI.-SBIPLE PATTERI FOR A LORG

PURSE.

Cast on seventy-one stitches ; knit a plain row.

First Row.

SOXOXOXto the end of the row.

Second Row.

Pearl.

Third Row.

SOXOXOXto the end of the row.





First Row.

B B B, 0 1, B B B, X, 1 1 1, 1 1, X B B B.

Betwixt eacli row knit a back row, knitting all tbe

pearls j)lain.

Second Row.

BBB, lOlOl, BBB, XlllXBBB.

Third Row.

BBB, IIOIOIIBBBXIXBBB.

Fourth Row.

BBB, lllOlOlllBBB, ^BBB.

Fifth Row.

BBB, Xlll, 11, XBBBOIOBBB.

Sixth Row.

BBBXlllXBBB, lOlOlBBB.

BiBH
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Seventh Row.

BBBXIXBBB, IIOIOIIBBB.

Eighth Row.

BBBSXBBBlllOlOlllBBB.

—^j-i— $
LXXXVIII.-LADY’S GRAVAT.

Pins No. 2, one ounce of white double Berlin,

and one ounce of stone colom', will be required.

Cast on 100 stitches with the stone colour; knit

a pearl and a plain row alternately, hut take your

stitch of the pin the back way, that is, put your

pin in at the back of the stitch, so that it ndll

have a t'svist when knitted
;
do so both in knitting

the pearl row as well as the plain one. When you

have knitted nine rows of the stone colour, take
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tlie white and knit nine rows of it ; let the last

row of the stone be a plain row, and the first row

of the white a plain one also, so that it may ap-

pear fluted
; so on until you have four strips of

the stone colour, and three of the white knitted

;

east off; add tassels to match, and a slide.

LXXXIX -WAEM SOLE TO WEAR INSIDE

THE SHOE.

Two wires No. 10, and one ounce of six-ply fleecy

wool will he required.

Cast on eighteen stitches.

Slip the first stitch the pearl way; put the

thread hack ;
knit a plain stitch

;
firing the tliread

forward
;
slip a stitch the pearl way

;
put the thread
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back
;
knit a plain stitch

;
so on until the row

is done
;
every row the same

;
when the length of

the foot, cast off, and baste it on apiece of bucki'am

the shape of the sole of yom- shoe ; this makes a

most comfortable sole for the ivinter.

—
XC.-BABY’S SPENCER.

Pins No. 8, a skein and half of eight-ply Lady

Betty wool, half an ounce of the finest merino

for the frills, and four skeins of scarlet Berlin

to edge them, will be required.

Cast on eighty stitches
;
knit a plain row, then

one row X 0 X 0 X
;
you then knit eighteen plain

rows; you now knit only twenty-three of the

stitches for one front, leaving the remainder on

the pin. When you have knitted twenty-eight



plain rows, you break off your thread, and tie it

on for the commencement of the hack, leaving

the front j^ou have knitted on the pin
;
you knit

thirty-four for the back
;
when you have knitted

twenty-eight rows, you again break off your thread

and tie it on for the other fr’ont; when having

knitted twenty-eight rows for it also, you knit all

the three together, casting up two stitches at each

open for the shoulder. When you have knitted

two rows, you commence taking in at each side of

the two stitches which were cast on; you knit

three stitches past them, and turn, and knit three

past the other shoulder in the same way, only

taking in as you pass the last shoulder, and knit-

ting three nearer to the fr-ont every time, until

you have knitted all the stitches
;
you then knit

a row of holes the same as the waist ; then knit

a plain row and cast off.



SLEEVE.

Cast on twenty-four stitches
;
knit nine rows of

one stitch pearl, and one plain, all the rest plain,

increasing a stitch at each end of every seventh

row, hy knitting your first and last stitch t^vice.

When yon have tliirty-eight stitches on, you cast

three off at the beginning of every row, until all

are cast off.

FRILLS.

Take up the stitches at the neck, and knit a row

of 1 0 1 0 1 0; next row plain, then five rows

of X 0 X 0 X
;
knit a plain row betndxt each

;

take your scarlet wool at the last row of holes,

and cast off after knitting the plain row.

You take up the stitches at the waist, and knit

a fi’iU the same
;
and also take up the stitches at

each front with scarlet, and just cast off as soon

as taken up, merely to have a scarlet edge. You
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8 knit a frill to the sleeves also, only making it four p

holes broad instead of six
;
sew in the sleeves and

1

draw a ribbon in at the neck and waist.

I
i XCL-POLKA Foil A CHILD. i

I’ins No. 7 ;
five skeins four-ply fleecy wool,

Pi and one skein of scarlet to edge it with, will be

M required.

Cast on 135 sDtches with the scarlet; knit three

M plain rows; take the white and commence the m
p following stitch :—Slip one the pearl way

;
cast up. P

and knit two together, the same stitch throughout

the whole
;
knit two finger-lengths, take the soar-

Pi
let and knit three plain rows

;
the first one you

knit all the double stitches together without cast-

ing up, winch will reduce yom- number to ninety

L pg

1?^



stitelies. After tlie tliree ro^YS are knitted, make

a row of holes, by casting up and taking two

;

yon then knit other two plain rows; take your

white and commence the stitch again
;
knit half a

finger-length, then knit twenty-four stitches only

for one fi’ont, a finger-length deep ; knit the forty-

two middle stitches a finger-length deep also for

the back, then the remaining twenty-four for the

other front
;
join the three parts together by knit-

ting all the row
;
you then knit three stitches past

the arm hole towards the front, then turn and

knit three past the other arm hole in the same

way, and every row you knit three stitches nearer

to the front, until all are knitted. You then tie

on your scarlet and knit three plain rows; the

first you knit, take the double stitch together, but

do not cast up, the same as at the waist, then a

row of holes and two plain rows
;
you then take
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your ivliite and tlie first row; 3’’ou cast up and

take the stitcli single to let it out for tlie collar,

then the other rows as usual
;
you knit yonr collar

half a finger-length in depth, then put in your

scarlet and take up the stitches at the end of the

collar, and down each front, and knit tlu-ee plain

rows, then cast off.

SLEEVES.

Cast on forty-five stitches ; knit three plain rows

of scarlet
;
take the wliite and commence the

stitch; knit two finger-lengths and a half, then

cast oft' tlu'ee at the beginning of each row, until

you bring it to a point; sew up the sleeves and

put them in
;
turn up a cuft'; draw a ribbon in at

the waist and neck.
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Sixth Row.

1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1, 0 X 1 1, 0 X 1 1.

Seventh Row.

Sill, 0X11, 0X11, 00X00 X.

Righth Row.

11 B, 11 B, 1111, 0X110X11.

Ninth Row.

S 1 1 1, 0 X 1 1, 0 X 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1.

Tenth Row

111, 111, 111, 10X11, 0X11.

Eleventh Row.

S 1 1 1, 0 X 1 1, 0 X 1 1, 0 0 X, 0 0 X, 0 0 X.

Twelfth Row.

1 1 B, 1 1 B, 1 1 B, 1 1 1 1, 0 X 1 1, 0 X 1 1.



Thirteenth Row,

S 1 1 1, 0 X 1 1, 0 X 1 1, 1 I 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1.

Fourteenth Row.

Cast off three stitches, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 0 X 1 1,

0X11.

Fifteenth Row.

S 1 1 1, 0 X 1 1, 0 X 1 1, 0 0 X, 0 0 X, 0 0 X.

Sixteenth Row.

1 I B, 1 1 B, 1 1 B, 1 1 1 1, 0 X 1 1, 0 X 1 1.

Seventeenth Row.

S 1 1 1, 0 X 1 1, 0 X 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1.

Righteenth Row.

Thirteen plain, 0 X 1 1, 0 X 1 1.





Twenty-Fifth Row.

Sill, 0X1 1, OXll, tlien twenty plain.

Twenty-Sixth Row.

Cast offfoiu- stitclies, seventeen plain, then 0X11,

0X11.

Twenty-Seventh Row.

Sill, 0X11, 0X11, then 0 0 X to the end.

Twenty-Eighth Row.

1 1 B seven times, then 1111, 0X11, 0X11.

Twenty-Ninth Row.

Sill, 0X11, 0X11, twenty-three plain.

Thirtieth Row.

Cast off seven stitches, seventeen plain, then 0

X 1 1, 0 X 1 1 ;
repeat the last four rows until

you have thhty points
;
you then make the end

Print





Tenth Row.

Cast off twelve stitclies, then X X to the end.

When you should have thirty-three stitches on,

commence again at the first row.

XCIY.-COLLAE, DIAMOND PATTERN.

Wires No. 22 ;
Smith’s linen thread No. 70.

Cast on forty-five stitches; a plain row betwixt

each pattern row.

First Row.

SllOXlll, then 0 X 1 1 1, 1 1 1 to the eni

of the row.

Second Row.

S 1 1 0 X 1 1, then 0 X 0 X 1 1 1 1 to the md.
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Third Row.

S 1 1 0 X 1, then 0 X 0 X 0 X 1 1 to the end.

Fourth Row.

S 1 1 0 X, then 0 X to the end.

Fifth Row.

Same as the tlnrd row.

Sixth Row.

Same as the second row.

Commence again at the first row, and knit two

pattern rows the same ;
the last row of the dia-

mond and the first being the same, always knit

your stitch at the hegmning of the plain rows, so

as to widen the edge, and slip it at the pattern

rows to tighten the neck; knit an edge of the

following pattern, and sew round it :

—
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Sixth Row.

Plain.

Seventh Row.

X 0 X 0 to the end.

Eighth Row.

Plain.

Ninth Row.

Plain.

Tenth Row.

X X X X to the end.

Coininenoe again at the first row; repeat the

pattern five times, then work the first and second

rows, and cast off very slackly.





liave half an inoli knitted, take in a stitch at the

plain part, so on taking in a stitch every half-inch,

until you have all the plain stitches taken in
;
you

then knit six plain rows and cast off; knit an

edging of the following pattern, and sew round

it :

—

BEE'S WING EDGING.

Cast on thirteen stitches
; knit a plain row.
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on tlie left hand wire, until you have seven draum

over, wliich is all on the wire, you then 0 01.

Twelfth Row.

1 1 B, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1, 0 X 1.

Oommence again at the first row.

»f-3e+«-

XCm-IIAXDSOME NETTED TIPPET.

A medium size mesh, and one twice the breadth

;

one ounce of white Berlin wool, and one of shaded

purple, will be required.

Cast on seventy-five loops with the puiple wool

and broad mesh
;
you net two rows with the white

wool, and narrow mesh betwixt eveiy broad row

;

let out in the broad row, by putting two loops

into one, every ten loops for ten rows
;
when you





Cast on 300 loops with the narrow mesh
; net

sixteen rows, then one row with the broad mesh,

then another row with the broad mesh, taldng

three loops into one, then tliree rows with the

narrow mesh
;
you then net three rows with the

broad mesh in the same, manner as the three for-

mer broad rows
;
you then commence again with

the sixteen rows and narrow mesh, so on until

you have five broad strips.

FOR THE BORDER.

You net four looxJS into every other loop with

the broad mesh, then take a mesh half the width

of the narrow one, and net two rows, then finish

with the narrowmesh, netting one looxj into every

other loop.
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C.-W1RM CUFF.

Two wiresNo. 16, and eiglitsliades ofbrown Berlin

;

three sheins of each will be required.

Cast on eighty stitches with the darkest
;
knit

three plain rows, then a row of holes by knitting

X 0 X 0 X, so on throughout the whole cuff
;
al-

ternately three plain rows and a row of holes,

always changing your shade at eveiy row of holes.

You dispose your shades as follows :—From the

darkest to the brightest, then from the light up to

the dark, so on from the dark again to the light,

up to the dark again
;
you will have two darks,

and two lights, when seivn together
;
cast off at

the dark, and sew the two sides together, then the

two ends so as they may be double.
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CI.-S0FA CUSHIOJf.

You require five pins No. 9, without nobs at

the end, and twelve shades of green, piu’ple, and

amber Berlin.

Cast on five stitches on each of four of the pins

;

a plain row is knitted betwixt each pattern row

;

you cast up a stitch, two from each end of every

pin, until you have seventeen stitches on each

pin. You now commence your pattern, but con-

tinue easting up a stitch, two stitches from each

end throughout the whole cusliion. Yom’ pattern

is;—110 edge,thenl 01 Oil IXXllOlOl,
end Oil, every pattern row the same

;
but you

will observe you have only one plain stitch be-

twixt your end stitches and the pattern; every

row they mil increase one, and when you have

eleven plain, you can make another pattern at



each side of the first pattern, so on as your cushion

enlarges.

In working the pattern, you will observe to

put your 0 over the 0, and the X over the X in

the former row. You change your shade every

pattern row, only knitting two rows of each shade

;

when you have all your shades in, cast off.

Dispose your shades in the following manner :

—

Commence with light green; after the darkest

green, take the darkest purple, and after the

lightest purple, take the hghtest amber, ending

with dark amber. When made up, a button is

sewed in the centre, and drawn dorvn.

CIL-SHETLAOT) HMDKEECHIEF

SAME PATTERN AS A SOFA CUSHION.

Commence at the centre of the neck; of course
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you only req^uire two pins
; every other row is a

pearl row.

First Row.

110, edge stitches 1111, edge Oil.

Second Row.

110, edge stitches lOllllOl, edge Oil.

Third Row.

110, edge stitches 111011110111, edge

Oil.

Fourth Row.

110, edge stitches 1 1 1, 1 1, 0 1 1 1 1 0. 1 1 1,

1 1, edge Oil.

Fifth Row.

110, edge stitches 111, 111, lOllllO,
1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1, edge Oil.

SB*



Sixth Kow.

1 1 0, edge stitches 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 0 1 1 1 1 0,

1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, edge Oil.

Seventh Row.

110, edge stitches 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1, 0 1 1

1 1 0, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1 1, 1 1, edge Oil.

Eighth Row.

110, edge stitches lOlOlll, XX, 11, 010
lOllllOlOlOlllXXllOlOlOl,

edge Oil.

You continue repeating the eighth row, hut ob-

serve that you place the 0 over the 0, and the X
over the X. In the former row, your edge and

middle are always the same. In the eighth row

you have only one plain stitch betwixt your edge

and the pattern, also only one on each side of the
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middle
;
they mil increase every row, and when

you have eleven plain, you can begin another pat-

tern on each side of the first.

CIIL-yiCTOEmE.

You re(juire two shades of gi'ey double Berlin, and

two pins No. 10.

You knit mth both shades at a time
; cast on

twenty-foru’ stitches; it is all plain knitting, only

you make a loop row every other row, by passing

one of your threads round your finger before knit-

ting the stitch
;
put both tlireads round the pin

in the usual manner to^ knit a plain stitch
;
your

other row you knit plain, but always knitting

with double threads ; one row of loops you make

with the darkest, and the next row you make with

the lightest, so on changing every row.
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AVlien you have half a yard knitted, you com-

mence to shape the neck, which you do by making

a stitch at the end of every plain row, until you

have another finger-length knitted
;
you now take

in a stitch at the commencement of every row,

still continuing to increase a stitch at the end of

the row. After knitting about another finger-

length, taldng in at the beginning, and increasing

at the end, you then take in, and let out eveiy

other plain row five times
;
you then knit a fin-

ger-length without either letting out or taking

in, and then cast off, which is the one half of the

Victorine; you knit the other half in the same

manner, only with this difference
:
you increase at

the beginning, and take in at the end of the row

;

you sew it together, taking as deep a seam as to

make the loops meet; line it with silk.
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p CIV.-NETl'P YICTORINE.
s)iQ

M GREEN AND SCARLET.

It requires three shades of gi’een, and four of P
scarlet; two skeins of each of the scarlets; five

of the darkest green, and four of each of the other

ii shades, and four skeins of white for the edge.

m Cast on 100 loops on a mesh an inch and quarter

broad, with the darkest green; double; take a
ms

mesh a quarter of an inch broad, and work two

rows of the dark green, but single
;
then work two

rows of the lightest green, and then two rows of

the middle shade.

You now take the darkest scarlet, and work one wi

row with double wool on a mesh half an inch

broad, second shade next, double also, but take

two loops together, then a row of the third shade.

i
double also, putting two stitches into eveiy loop.

4i
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DIRECTIONS FOR WASHING.

SHETLAND WORK.

Wasli in lukewarm water and boiled soap; put a little

blue in the water; do not rub, but squeeze it, and press

the water out without wringing; you then pin it out on a

sheet on the floor, and iron it, putting paper betwixt

the iron and the work; put it tlirough thin starch.

FLEECY WORK.

Wash in the same manner as the Shetland; you then

shake it before the fire until nearly dry, then spread it

out into a proper shape.

EDINBURGU; PRIKTED BY T. KELSON AND SONS.











PREFACE.

Ndmekous works. have already appeared, designed as

Books of Reference for those desirous of acquiring the

.graceful and truly feminine art of Crochet Work. The

following Work possesses peculiar claims to the attention

of those wishing to master all the varieties of this elegant

accomplishment. It will he found to contain a very com-

plete assortment of useful articles, combined with a great

variety of those which are chiefly intended to exercise

•the fair student’s, ingenuity for purposes of ornament

;

and not the least of its recommendations will be found in

.the fact, that nearly all the patterns are original, and,

therefore, only to be obtained from its pages : while the

utmost care has been taken to simplify the descriptions,

so as to render the wc‘’k an easy, populai, and com})re-

heusive Key to the practice of this useful and elegant

B



art. The Authoress has aimed at producing a book
which shall become an essential companion of the Lady’s

Work Table
;
and, with this in view, no labour or ex-

pense has been spared to secure for it the varied fruits

of ingenuity and experience.

EXPLANATION OP STITCHES.

Chain Stitch .—Draw the thread through the loop on

tlie needle.

Single CrocheU—Keep one loop on your needle; put
the needle through the upper edge of the chain, and
draw the thread through the chain stitch and the loop on

the needle at tlie same time.

Dovhle Crochet.—Insert your needle into the upper

edge of the chain stitch on the work, and draw the thread

through the work : then through the two loops on the

needle.

Long Crochet.—Catch the thread round the needle be-

fore you msert it into the work
;
draw the thread through

tlie work, then tliroiigh one loop, then through two loops,

then through thei^yo lopps remaining on the needle.



Double Long Crochet.—Catch, or place, the thread twice^

round the needle before you insert it into the work; then

draw the thread through the ivork, then through one

loop, and then through two loops successively, until you

have drawn the thread through all the loops on the

needle.

Treble Long Crochet.—The same as double long crochet,

with the simple difference of the thread being put three

times round the needle instead of twice.

Open Crochet.—Catch the wool round the needle before

you insert the needle into the work
;
draw the thread

through the work, then through one loop, then through

two loops, again through two loops, and then through

one loop.

To cari'y on two threads at the same time.—Place the

thread you are not using over the first finger of your

left hand, and when you draw the thread you are using

through the work, take it below the one you. are not

using
;
and when you draw it through the loops on the

needle, catch the tliread up above the one over your

finger. Of course, you. can only carry on two threads

when you work in double crochet stitch.



EXPLANATION OF STITCHES.

Round— Is when you continue working all round any
piece of work.

Row—Is wlien you work back and forwards, or from '

end to end of your work.

Increase.—Put your needle twice into the same stitch.

/decrease.—Put your needle into two stitches at the

same time, or miss a chain stitch.

Each stitch in the description of the patterns is to be
repeated until the round or required length is obtained.

The words, loops and chain stitches, signify the same.

All the needles mentioned in this work are numbered
by the Bell Gauge.

When choosing wools of different shades for Crochet
Work, it is not so necessary that the shades be so near
in resemblance with regard to coloui* as for knitting

;

the effect indeed being better when the shades are not
too close.

i

I
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I.-VERY BEAUTIFUL BABY’S CAP.

(See Engraving. No. 9.)

I

Boar’s Hoad cotton, Nos. 30, for the cap, and

40, for the border
;
whicli is worked on to the cap. ,

Work with a fine crochet needle.

You commence at the centre of the crown
; tie

a foop on the end of the tliread.
j

First Round.

Work twelve double crochet stitches into the loop.

Second Round.

Put two long stitches into each stitch

Third Round.

Put three long stitches into three successive



stitches and make a chain of three betwixt each

three long stitches.

Fourth Round.

Put two long stitches over the three in the last

round, and make a chain of five betwixt each two

long stitclies.

Fifth Round.

Put one long stitch over the two long ones in

the last round, and make a chain of five, then a

long stitch in the centre of the chain in the last

round, again a chain of five, and a long stitch over

the two.

Sixth Round.

Put one long stitch over each long one, and one

between each long stitch in the last round, making

a chain oftwo between each stitch.

Seventh Round.

Put twolong stitches above the first long stitch.
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then make a chain of two, and put one long stitch
;

above the next one in the last round, again the
,

chain of two, and then the two long stitches.

|

Eighth Round.
|

Put three long stitches above the two long ones I

in the last round, and otie long stitch over the one i

—making always a chain of two between the three

and the one.

Ninth Round

Put/oar long stitches above the three, and one

above the one, in the last round, making two chain

stitches between the one and the four.

Tenth Round.

Put five long stitches above the four, and one

above the one, in the last round, always making a

cliain of two between the five and the one. d
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Eleventh Round.

Put one long stitcli into every chain stitch. The

crown is now finished.

MIDDLE PART.

First Round.

Put one long stitch into every other chain stitch

on the crownj make a chain of two between each

long stitch.

Second Round.

Put one long stitch into every open hole, making

a chain of two between each.

Third Round.

Same as the last.

Fourth Round.

Same as the last, only puttingfour long stitches

into every eighth open hole to form a spot.
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Fifth Hound.

Same also, only put three long stitches into two

successive holes after you pass the spot in the last

round.

Slrrth Hound.

Put six long stitches into six successive chain

stitches of the last round,making two chain stitches

betwixt each six, and nhssing two on the work.

Seventh Hound.

Put tlu-ee double crochet stitches above the open

in the last round, and make a chain of eight

betwixt each four.

Eighth Round.

Make a chain of eight, join it to the fourth stitch

on the chain in the last round, then make a chain

of four, and join it to the next stitch on the chain,

which will form a small loop
;
you then make a

chain of eight again, joining it to the centre of the

Printed image digitised by the University of Southampton Library Digitisation Unit
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next cliain, making tlie little loop in the same

manner.

nrinth, Tenth, Eleventh, and Tvrelth Bounda

Same as the seventh.

Thirteenth Round.

Put four double crochet stitches into the centre

of the chain in the last round, and make a chain

of tlu’ee betwixt each four.

Fourteenth Bound.

Put six long stitches into six successive chain

stitches, commence them in the last two of the

four double crochet stitches in the last round, and

work them across the chain part, making a chain

of one betwixt each six, and missing one chain

stitch on the work betwdxt each six.

The middle part is now done
;
you break oif tlie

thread and commence the front part; you must





last row, and one cliain stitcli betwixt each

thi-ee.

Third Row.

Put seven long stitches into seven successive

chain stitches on the last row, making two chains

betwixt each seven

Fourth Row
Put five long stitches in the centre of the seven

in the last row, and one into the open, making a

chain of two between the one and the five long

stitches.

Fifth Row.
Put three long stitches in the centre of the five

in the last row, and put one into each of the open

holes, with a chain of two betwixt each single

stitch, and the three also.

Sixth Row.

Put one long stitch into the centre of the three
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in the last row, and one into each hole, always

making a chain of two betwixt each long stitch.

Seventb Row.

Put three long stitches into the three chain

stitches opposite the point, and one long stitch

into the two holes, making a chain of two betwixt

each one and the three.

Eighth Row.

Put five long stitches above the three in the last

row, of course one will come on each side, and put

one into the open with the two chains betwixt as

formerly.
Ninth Row.

Put seven long stitches above the five, with one

on each side of the five, and make a chain of two

betwixt each seven.

Tenth Row.

Put tliree long stitches into the fii-st three long
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stitches in the last row, make a chain of one, then

three long stitches again.

Eleventh Row.

Make a caser the same as the other one, put

one long stitch into every open, and make three

chain stitches betwixt each long stitch.

Twelfth Row.

Put one long stitch into every chain stitch.

BORDER PART.

You now commence the border with No. 40

cotton; you work all round for the first border,

then put a double one at the fi'ont, wliich is worked

the same stitch, hut work it into the chain stitches

at the hack of the last row on the cap close to the

caser.

First Round.

Put one long stitch into every chain stitch,
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^ making three chain stitches betwixt each; in

^ working the long stitches on the border, put tlia

thread twice round the needle to make it more 1^
open.

^ Second Round.

||k Same as the last, hut put the long stitch into cvei-y
E'la

m open.

^ Third Round.

(E 1
Same as the last.

Fourth Round.

M Make a chain of five, and join it with a double

n
j

crochet stitch, to the chain opposite the long stitch

gS i in the last round.
?ri%1

96 Fifth Round.

Put three double crochet stitches into the three

^ centre stitches of the chain in the last round.

^ making a chain of three betwixt each three double

stitches.
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mence again, tie on the thread at the end that was

left hangingwhen you began the former row
;
next

row you must leave an end, then the next again

tie on the thread to prevent so many ends being

left.

First Row.

Double crochet.

Second Row.

Make a chain of eight and join it to every fifth

chain stitch with a double crochet stitch.

Third Row.

Make a cnain of eight, join it to the fourth stitch

of the chain in the last row, then make a chain

of fom-, and join it to the next chain stitch, then,

again, a chain of eight, joining it to the fomth

stitch of the chain in the former row.

Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Rows.

Same as the tim’d.
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Eighth Row.

Make a chain of five, and join it to the centre

of the chain in the former row with two doul)’e

crochet stitches.

Ninth Row.

Put five long stitches into the open hetwixt tha

two double crochet stitches in the last row, making

a chain of two hetwixt each five.

Tenth Row.

Put two long crochet stitches into the open he-

twixt the five long stitches in the last row, making

a chain of four hetwixt each two long stitches, and

two cliain stitches betwixt the two long ones.

Eleventh Row.

Put five long stitches hetwixt each two long

stitches in the last row, and make one chain stitch '

P

hetwixt each long stitch.



Twelfth Bow.

Make a chain of eight, and join it to the last row,

with one double crochet stitch betwixt each five

long stitches in the last row.

Thirteenth Row.

Make six double crochet stitches on the chain

in the last row ;
of course you leave one at each

end, as there was eight in the chain ;
make a chain

of two betwixt each six.

Fourteenth Row.

Make four double crochet stitches in the six

•double crochet stitches in the last row, and a

.chain of foui- betivixt each four.

Fifteenth Bow.

Make two double crochet stitches in the centre

of the four in the last row, with a chain of six be-

twixt each two.

IS asaaBBEBi





Second Row.

Make a chain of five, and join them to the last

row in the fourth chain stitch with one long crochet

stitch, another chain of five, joining them with

two double crochet stitches on the next fourth and

fifth obain stitches, again a chain of five, joining

every alternate five with a long stitch. Yon begin

and end all the rows with the chain stitches, and

tie on the thread in the third stitch.

Third ROW.

Make a chain of four, then put nine long

stitches into nine successive chain stitches, four on

each side of the long stitch, always making four

chain stitches betwixt each nine long ones.

Fourth Row.

Make a chain of eight, then put seven long

stitches on the seven chain stitches in the middle
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I

stitches into eleven successive chain stitches, com-

mencing one chain stitch from the point of the

last pine, and make fom' chain stitches betwixt

each eleven long stitches.

Ninth Row.

Make a chain of eight, then put nine long

stitches over the eleven, commencing one from the

end, and always make a chain of six betwixt each

nine long stitches.

Tenth Row.

Make a chain of ten, then put seven long stitches

over the nine in the last row, with a chain of nine

betwixt each nine long stitches.

Eleventh Row.

Make a chain of twelve, then put five long

stitches over the seven long stitches in the last

row, with a chain of eleven betwixt each five long

stitches.
^
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Twelfth Row.

Make a chain of fifteen, then put three long

stitches above the three centre stitches of the five

in the last row, making a chain of thirteen betwixt

each three long stitches.

Thirteenth Row.

Make a chain of ten, then one long stitch in the

centre of the chain in the last row, then a chain

of eight, and one long stitch in the centre of the

three long stitches in the last row, the next long

stitch is put in the centre of the chain, make eight

chain stitches betivixt each long stitch.

You now commence

THE BORDER;

Tie the thread on at the neck.

First Row:

lut three long stitches into the open betwixt
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each row in working down tlie ends, and make two

cliain stitclies betwixt each three, after you pass

the end the opens will be longer, so put six long

stitches into each, but always make a chain of two

betwixt each tliree.

Second Row,

Put two double crochet stitches into the first

open betwixt the tlmee in the last row, then make

a chain of three, and put two long stitches into the

next open, with one chain stitch betwixt the two

long ones, again a ehain of fom’, and two double

crochet stitches into the next open, then the chain

of tliree and the two long stitches.

Third Row.

Put three double crochet stitches above the two

long stitches in the last row, and make a chain of

six between each three double crochet stitches, in
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Third Row.

Open crotchetj but put your stitch into every

large hole, and make two chain stitches hetwixt
each.

Fourth Row.
Open crochet, but put four- stitches into eveiy

sixth hole, and make no chain stitches betwixt

the four, but the two chain stitches bet^vixt all

the others.

Fifth Row.

Open crochet, putting four stitches in the hole,

on each side of the one, where there were four

stitches put in the last row.

SiKth Row.

Open crochet, putting four stitches into the

hole that comes betwixt the four close stitches in

the last row.



SeTenth Row.

Open crochet, putting one stitch in the centre

of the four close ones.

EIgbtli Row.

Open crochet.

Ninth Row.

Same as the fii-st, but take your thread and

commence at the end of the fii’st row, and work

round each end; in the former rows you work

backwards and forwards, and never bring off your

thread.

You now commence the border, which consists

of three rows.

First Row.

Put four long stitches into every fifth chain

stitch, and put one cliain stitch betwixt each long

stitch

.ii..y.ij.iummiLi»iuim«iia



Second Row.

Put five long stitches, same as the last, into each

stitch, that is, behvixt the four in the last row.

Third Row.

Same as the last.

V.-BRUSSELS LACE COLLAR.
(See Engraving, 2fo. 6.)

Boar’s head cotton. No, 14.

Make a chain ten inches long.

First Row.
' Close long crochet.

Second Row.

Make a chain of five, join it to the last row on

every tim’d chain stitch, with a double crochet

stitch, again five chain stitches, joining them to

the work every third stitch

B
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Third Row,

Make a cliain of five loops and join them by a

donble crochet stitch to the centre stitch of the

chain in the last row.

Fourth, Fifth, SiKth, Seventh, and Eigth Rows.

Are done in the same manner as the third.

You now break off your thread and join it at

the neck part, so as to work round each end.

THE BORDER.
First Row.

Put hvc long stitches into the end of the first

row at the neck, make a chain of three, then a

long stitch into the centre of the hole, then a

chain of three, five long stitches into the next hole,

a chain of three, then the single long stitch, again

the chain of three, and then five long stitches into

the next hole.

You break off your tliread at the end of every



row, and commence always at the same end in

working the border.

Second Row.

In this row you put six long stitches together,

and commence the long stitches at the centre of

the five stitches in the last row, you then make a

chain of three, then put a single long stitch into the

first of the next five close long stitches, again a

chain of three, and then the six long stitches.

Third Row.

You now make seven long stitches close toge-

ther, putting the first of the seven on the centre

of the six in the last row, then the chain of three,

and again the single long stitch at the commence-

ment of the next six close stitches in last row.

Fourth Row.

You now make eight long stitches close together,
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commencing them as in the two foimer rows, at

the centre of the close stitches in the last row,

then a chain of three, and the single long stitch

in the same manner also.

Fifth Row.

You make nine long stitches close together,

commencing them as in the former rows, and

working the chain and single stitch in the same

manner also.

Sixth Row.

You work this row aU the long stitch close to-

gether, tliat is, put your needle into eveiy chain

stitch.

Seventh Row.

You make a chain of six, and join it to the work

on the fifth and sixth chain stitches, hy two double

crochet stitches.





cliain stitch from the two long stitches
; again a

chain of two, then the two long stitches close

together, into the second chain stitch from the one

long stitch.

Third Row.

Make three long stitches over the two in the

former row, and one long stitch over the one,

always making two chain stitches betwixt the

close long stitches and the single long stitch.

Fourth Row.

Make fom- long stitches over the three in the

former row, and one over the one, and two chain

stitches betwixt the close stitches and the single

one.

Fifth Row.

Same as the last, only putting five long stitches

over the fom- in the last row.
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SiKtii Row.

Same as the last, but put six long stitches over

the five in the former row.

Seventh Row.

Same as the last, only putting seven long stitches

over the six in the last row.

Eighth Row.

Same as the last, hut put eight stitches over the

seven in the last row. You now commence

THE BORDER.

First Row.

Join your thread on to the inch that was left,

two chain stitches from the middle, make a chain

of three, then one long stitch, a chain of four, then

two long stitches with one chain stitch betwixt

them
;
again a chain of four, and one single long

stitch
;
when you come to the corner you put the
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single long stitch into the centre of the close

stitches, and the two long stitches over the two

open parts.

Second Row.

Put one long stitch on each side of the single

long stitch in the former row, with one chain

stitch betwixt them, and put one long stitch

betwixt the two in the last row, with a chain ol

five betwixt each long stitch.

Third Row.

Same as the last, only making a chain of six

instead of five betwixt the single stitches and the

two long ones
;
and when you pass the corner yon

must make some additional chain stitches, to make

the work lie flat.

fourth Row.

Put six long stitches into every large hole.



f
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make them close together, and make two chain

stitches betwiKt each six long stitches.

Fifth Row.

Put two long stitches into the hole, and make a

chain of seven betwixt each two.

VII.-COLLAE.
VALENCIENNES PATTERN.

(See Engraving, JTo. 7.)

Boar’s Head cotton, No. 36. Work with a very

fine needle.

Make a chain twelve inches long.

First Row.

Long crochet into every chain stitch.

Second Row.

Long crochet, with a chain of two betwixt each

stitch, and put your stitch into every other chain

stitch in the work.

mm
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Third Row.

Put one long stitcli immediately OTei' tlie long

stitch in the last row, after having done eight

stitches you put three long stitches close together.

Fourth Row.

Put one long stitch over every long stitch in the

last row, but when you come to the three together,

you put three long stitches into the hole before the

three, and put one into every chain over the three

till you come to the other side, when you put

three again into the next hole. You then continue

your one stitch over the one in the last row, with

tw'O chain stitches betwixt each, until you come to

tlie next three close stitches
;
you work across

them in the same manner as the last.

Fiftli Row.

You wmrk tins row same as the last, putting



three into the hole before and after the close

stitches, and one into every chain stitch over them,

with one long stitch over every single long stitch.

Sixth How.

You put three long stitches into the hole before

the close stitches, and seven stitches, one into every

chain stitch, wliich makes ten close together :

you then put one stitch into every other chain,

with two chain stitches betwixt each imtil you

are past the close part
;
you then put one over

the one in the last row, as in the former rows.

Seventh How.

You work tliis row same as the last, but only

make three close stitches, wliich you put in the

centre of the close ones in the last row.

Eighth How.

Put one long stitch over every long one, and
F
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1
s put a chain oftwo bet^vixt each long stitch. There

ii
are not any close together in this row.

Itb
Ninth Row.

Same as the third row, hut put the three stitches

m that are together opposite the point of the last

spot. ii

1^1 Tenth Row.

M Same as the fourth row. P
Eleventh Row. P

P Same as the fifth.

P
H Twelfth Row.

P Same as the sixth.

Thirteenth Row. p
Same as the seventh. P
Fourteenth Row.

i Same as the eighth.

I
_Pi 1
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Yo\i p.ow commence

THE BORDER,

and work round each end.

First Row.

Tie your thread on at the neck, and put three

long stitches into each hole, and make one chain

stitch betwixt each three long stitches.

Second Row.

Put one long stitch into the open betwixt each

three in the last row, and make a chain of two

betwixt each long stitch.

Third Row.

Put three long stitches into each hole, and make

one chain stitch betwixt each three long stitches.

Fourth Row.
Make a chain of eight and join it to the work by

two double crochet stitches betwixt each six

stitches in the last row.



Fifth Row.

Work double crochet up to the centre of the

chain stitches in the last row, then make a chain

of eight; join it by two double crochet stitches to

the centre of the next chain, again a chain of eight

;

join them to the centre of the next chain, and

work double crochet into every chain stitch until

you come up to the centre of the next chain, then

make your eight chain stitches again.

Sixth Row.

Make a chain of five fi-om each point of the

thick work, then work double crochet up to the

centre of the chain in the last row. You now make
a chain of nine and join it to the centre of the

next chain, work double crochet down to the

point of the thick work in the last row.
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Seventh Row.

A double crochet stitch into every chain stitch.

VIII.-COLLAE.

Boar’s Head cotton, Ho. 24.

Make a chain fourteen inches long.

First Row.

Long crochet into every chain stitch.

Second Row.

You leave an inch and a half at each end, to

attach the border to
;
put two long stitches into

two successive chain stitches, and make two chain

stitches betwixt each two, and miss one chain on

the work between each two.

Third Row.

Put two long stitches into the hole betwixt the
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neck of the collar, and attach every row to it;

make a chain of five, and join it to the work on the

last row by two double crochet stitches, in the open

betwixt the three close stitches.

Tenth Row.

Make a chain of six, and join it to the centre

of the chain in the last row with a double crochet

stitch.

Eleventh Row.

Put six long stitches into the chain in the last

row, and make one chain stitch between each six.

Twelfth Row.

Put four long stitches into the open betwixt

each six close stitches in the last row, and make

one chain stitch between each long stitch.

Last Row.

Put five long stitches into the open between



Boar’s Head cotton, No. 24.

Make a chain fourteen inches long.

First Row.

Long open crochet into every chain stitch.

Second Row.

Put two long stitches into two successive chain

stitches on the work, and make a chain of two

between each two long stitches, and miss one chain

stitch on the work. Tliis row you commence two

inches in from each end of the work, and every row

after you attach to the piece that was left, which

will form the collar round at the ends.
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Third Row,

Put two long stitches into the open betwixt the

two in the last row, and make a chain of two

between each two long stitches.

Fourth Row.

Same as the last.

Fifth Row.

Same as the last, only make a chain of tliree in-

stead of two.

Sixth Row.

Same as the last.

Seventh Row.

Same as the two last.

Eighth Row.

Double crochet into eveiy chain stitch.





I

X.-COLLAE,

OF A SIMPLE PATTERN.

Boar’s Head cotton, Ho. 26.

Make a cliain fifteen indies long.

First Row.

Long crocket into every cliain stitch.

Second' Row.

Commence tliis row two inches in from each end.

Put two long stitches into two successive chain

stitches, miss two chain stitches on the work be-

tween each two, and make a chain of three betwixt

each two long stitches.

Third Row.

Put two long stitches into each open, and make

three chain stitches betwixt each two long stitches.
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Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Rows.

The same as the tliird.

Seventh Row.

Break otf your thread and tie it on at the neck,

and work round each end every row until finished,

thenjoin each row to the piece that was left at tho

ends. This row you put a long stitch into every

chain stitch.

Bighth Row.

Long crochet, making three chain stitches betwixt

each long stitch, and missing two chain stitches

on the work.

Ninth ROW.

Long crochet into every chain stitch.

Tenth Row.

Put four long stitches into one chain stitch, and

EK nBEEBUBI
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make one cliain stitch, betwixt each long stitch

;

then put another four into one chain stitch ; again

missing four chain stitches on the work.

Eleventh Row.

Put four long stitches into the chain stitch be-

tween the four long stitches in the last row.

Work other three rows in the same manner as the

eleventh, which complete the collar.

XI.-CUFF.

Boar’s Head cotton, No. 22.

Make a chain six inches long.

First Row.

Long crochet into every chain stitch.
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Second Row.

Make a chain of six stitches, join it to the work

hy two double crochet stitches on every fourth and

fifth chain stitch.

Third Row.

Make a chain of six, and join it to the centre of

the chain in the last row with two double crochet

stitches.

Fourth Row.

Same as the last.

Fifth Row.

Make a chain of four, join it, as in the last row,

to the centre of the chains in the former rows.

Sixth Row.

You now commence to work round each end.

Put five long stitches in every other large hole,

and make a chain of five betwixt each five long

stitches.
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Seventh Row.

Put five long stitches into each hole, and a

single long stitch into the centre of the five close

ones in the last row ;
make a chain of two betwixt

the single long stitch and the five close stitches.

Eighth Row.

Put a long stitch into every other chain

stitch on the work, and make one chain stitch

betwixt each long one.

Ninth Row.

Same as the last.

Tenth Row.

Make a chain of six, and join it into every other

stitch in the last row

Eleventh Row.

Put four long stitches into every chain stitch

anus



in the last row, and make one chain betwixt each

four long stitches.

Twelfth Row.

Put two long stitches into the hole betwixt the

four close stitches in the last row, and make a

chain of four betwixt each two long stitches.

—

XIL-PMTTr CUFF.

Fine Boar’s Head cotton. Work with a fine steel

needle.

Make a chain five inches long ;
work one row

of long open crochet. You work aU roimd after-

wards.

First Round.

Long open crochet ;
and put four stitches into

each end hole.



Second Round.

Double crochet.

Tlxird Round.

Open crochet ;
into every chain stitch, (instead

of every other one in turning the ends,) to make

it lie flat.

Fourtli Round.

Open crochet; hut in turning the ends put two

stitches into each hole.

Fifth Round.

Double crochet.

Sixth Round.

Make a chain of eight loops ;
attach it to the

former round on every fifth stitch
;

work three

double crochet stitches. G
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Seventh Round.

Work four stitches of open crochet into the four

centre stitches of the chain in the former round

;

then m.ike a chain of two loops.

When wore, draw a narrow ribbon througli the

centre row.

XIII.-EDGmGS.
Open Edging;.

Fine Boar’s Head cotton. Work with a fine steel

crochet needle.

Make a chain the length reciuired in working

edging. Break off the thread and commence every

row at the right hand.

First Row.

Make a chain of seven loops, join it to the fifth



stitoli on the chain; then work tliree double

crochet stitches.

Second Row.

Make a chain of seven loops, join it to the three

centre stitches of the chain in the last row.

Third Row.

Another row the same as the -second. Finish

with a row of double crochet.

•«c+>

XIV.-EDGIKG.

Make a chain as long as your piece of edging is

required.

First Row.

Make three long crochet stitches mto three

stitches on the chain, make a chain of three loops,
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and then the tliree long stitches, missing three

stitches on the chain.

Second Row.

Same as the last, only observe to make the three

long stitches opposite the large hole.

Third Row.

Make a chain of six loops, join it to the fifth stitch,

and work two double crochet stitches.

Fourth Row

Put two open crochet stitches into the thhd and

fourth chain stitches on the last row
;
and make

two chain stitches.



m
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1
XV.-OPEN EDGING.

1
I

Make yoior cliain as long as required. i
First Row.

Make a chain of seven loops, join it to every fourth

i chain stitch.

iy Second Row.

P Same as the last row, hut join the chain to the

H middle stitch of the chain in the last row. 'M

Third Row.

Make a chain of seven loops, join it to the centre

M stitch on the chain in the former row, then work

1

seven double crochet stitches.

1
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First Row.

Open crochet—that is, one long, one chain, miss

a chain.

Second Row.

Two double crochet, then seven chain, missing

three chain stitches.

Tliird Row.

Two double crochet stitches above the two in

the last row, five chain, one double crochet into

the centre of the seven chain, then five chain.

XVIII.-mROW BRUSSELS EDGING.
(See Engraving, Ko. 10.)

Make a chain as long as you wish.

First Row.

Put one long stitch into every other chain



stitch, and make one chain stitch between each

long stitch.

Second Row.

Make a chain of six, and join it to the work on

eveiy fourth and fifth chain stitch -svith two dou-

ble crochet stitches.

Last Row.

Double crochet into every chain stitch.

XIX.-EDGING.

Make a chain as long as von wish.

First Row.

Double crochet.

Second Row.

Make a chain of five loops
;
join it to the work on

every fourth stitch.



Third Row.

Put five long stitches into every fourth hole,

make one chain stitch at the beginning and end of

tlie five, then a double crochet stitch into the

centre stitch of the next chain in the last row;

then a chain of five, and
j
oin it to the centre stitch

in the former row; again a chain of five. After

it is joined, make one chain stitch, then the five

long stitches.

Fourth ROW.

Make a chain of five, join it to the centre of the

chain in the last row, again a chain of five, and

join it to the centre of the close stitches.

Last Row.

Double crochet into every chain stitch.
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XX.-EDGKG.
LEAF PATTERN.
(Seo Engraving, No. 11.)

Boar’s Head cotton, No. 30.

Make a cliain as long as you require.

First Row.

One long stitcli into every other stitch, one chain

between each.

Second Row.

Fourteen chains, two double crochet into the ninth

and tenth chain stitches.

Third Row.

Twelve double crochet stitches into the chain, leav-

ing one at each end
;
then four chain.

Fourth Row.

Ten double crochet above the twelve ; then six

chain.
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9 XXI -CLOSE EDGIXG.

N Make a cliain the length you wish

First Row,
Long crochet into eveiy chain stitch.

o Second Row.

p Put five long stitches into the sixth drain stitch,

p and make one chain stitch, between each long 1
stitch.

Last Row, ^1

Put five long stitches between each five on the

last row, and make one chain between each long

m stitch.

—

XXII.-BROAD OPEN EDGING.
1^

M Make your chain as long as you require your

piece of edging.
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stitches; you again malce a chain of six, and

after joining it to the centre of the chain in

the last ro'A’-, u’orh double crochet up to the centre

of the next chain.

Last Kow.

From the centre of the chain next the double

crochet stitches, you u-ork four double crochet

stitches, which will bring you down to the double

stitches in the last row, then make a chain of

three across to the other side of the double stitches,

you then double crochet up to the centre of the

chain, then make a chain of six, which join to the

centre of the chain.

E'll



XXIII.-FKE HOSrrON EDGE.

Boar’s Head cotton, No. 30. Work witli a fine

steel needle.

Make a chain as long as you require.

First Bow.

A long stitch into every other chain stitch, with

one chain betwixt each stitch.

Second Row.

Put one long stitch into every other open stitch,

and make tlu-ee chain stitches between each long

stitch.

Third Row.

Put four long stitches into every other hole,

and make a chain of three between each three

long stitches.
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Fourth Row.

Make a chain of nine stitches, and join it to the

centre of the four close stitches in the last row,

with a double crochet stitch.

Last Row.

Double crochet into every chain stitch, except

the chain stitch over the double crocliet stitch in

the last row,—being in the corner it would not

lie flat if a stitch was put into it.

LXiy.-HAIDSOHE CARRIAGE BAG.

It will require two and a half ounces of shaded

ilouble Berlin;—green, scarlet, purple, blue, and

amber, half an ounce of each. Commence with

green. H
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Make a chain of ninety-six loops.

First Row.

Three lon^ stitches, three chain, repeat, missing

three chains. Aftenvards work round each side

with scarlet, putting the tlu-ee long stitches into

the openings between the three gi-een long stitches.

Every round the same, changing the colour at

the commencement of each, and use them in the

order named.

When you have repeated the colours five times, it

will be large enough.

Line it with black silk. Either add a clasp or

draw in a narrow piece of whalebone at the top

;

let it be about a third shorter than the bag, so as

it may hang a little full
;
add cord for strings.
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XXV.-VERY PRETTY D’OYLEY,

FOR SALVER.

Boar’s Head cotton. Ho. 12.

Tie a loop and work twenty-four long stitches into

it, large enough to pass a pencil thi-ough.

First Round. .

Put one long stitch into every other chain stitch,

and make four chain stitches betwixt each long

stitch.

Second Hound.

Put two long stitches into tlte chain stitch

above the long stitch in the last round, inakmg a

chain of foui' betwixt each two long stitches.

Third Round.

Put three long stitches above the two in the last



round, putting two into the second stitch, making

a chain of four hetwixt each three long stitches.

Fourth Round.

Put four long stitches above the three in tlie

last round, putting the two last into the same

stitch, making a chain of four betwixt each four

long stitches.

Fifth Round.

Same as the last, only putting five above the four.

The chain of four the same.

SlKth Round.

Put six above the five, with the chain of four

betwixt each.

Seventh Round.

Put seven above the six, then the chain of four

betwixt each seven.

J



Eighth Round.

Put eight above the seven, and the chain of four

between each eight.

Ninth Round.

Put nine above the eight, and the chain of four

betwixt each nine.

Tenth Round.

Put ten above the nine in the last round, with the

four chain stitches betwixt each ton.

Eleventh Round.

Put nine long stitches above the ten, (you now

leave off putting two into the last stitch,) make a

ciiain of five betwixt each nine.

Twelfth Round.

Put eight above the nine, then make a cham of



three, and put a long stitch into the middle

stitch of the chain in the last round, then three

chain stitches, and again the eight long stitches.

Thirteenth Round.

Make seven long stitches over the eight, then

a chain of three, and a long stitch into the centre

stitch of the two chains in the last round, making

a chain of tlmee betwixt each long stitch and the

seven long stitches.

Fourteenth Round.

Put six long stitches over the seven, and one

long stitch into the centre of the chain in the last

round, with the chain of three betwixt each single

long stitch, and also the six long stitches; you

have now three single long stitches.

Fifteenth Round.

Put five over the six long stitches in the last

ll



round, and tlie single long stitches and chain in

the same manner as the last
;
you will have fom

single stitches in this round.

Sixteenth Round.

You put four over the five long stitches in the

last round, and make the single long stitches and

the chain in the same manner
;
you now have five

single switches.

Seventeenth Round.

Put three above the four, and the single stitches

and chain in the same m-anner; you will now

have sLk smgle long stitches in tliis round.

Eighteenth Round.

Put two long stitches above the tliree ;
work the

single stitches and the chain in the same manner

as the former rounds.



r

Nineteentb Round.

This round is all single long stitches, with a

chain of three betwixt each. Observe always to

put a stitch above the two in the last round, and

one in the centre of the chain of tlu-ee.

Twentieth Round.

Put one long stitch in the centre of the chain

in the last round, and a chain of tlu-ee betwixt

each stitch.

Twenty-first Round.

Put throe long stitches into the three chain

stitches of the last round, and make one chain

stitch betwixt each three long stitches.

Twenty-second Round.

Make a chain of five, and join it into evei-y open

SI5
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betwixt tlie three long stitches in the last round

with a double crochet stitch.

Twenty-third Round.

Put three double crochet stitches in the centre of

the five chain stitches of the last round, and make

'

a chain of five betudxt each three long stitches.

Twenty-fourth Round.

Put a double crochet stitch into the centre of

the chain of five, and make a chain of tlmee betwixt

'

each double crochet stitch.

Twenty-fifth Round.
Put three long stitches into the three chain

stitches of the last round, and make one chain

stitch betwixt each three long stitches

Twenty-sixth Round.

Make a chain of six, and join it into eveiy
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open betwixt each three with a double crochet

stitch.

Twenty-seventh RounJ.

Make a chain of six, and join it to the two cen-

tre stitches of the chain in the last round with

two double crochet stitches.

Twenty-eighth Round.

Put four double crochet stitches into the four

middle stitches of the chain in the last round,

and make a chain of four betwixt each four double

crochet stitches.

Last Round.

Put two double crochet stitches, in the middle

of the four double stitches in the last round, and

make a chain of six betwixt each two double

crochet stitches.



nVL-BLACK SU.K MITTS.

It \nll require tliree-quarters of an ounce of stout

sewing silk, and a fine steel needle.

Make a cliain of eighty loops, or as many as you

vi-ill require to go over the hand.

Work three rounds of double crochet, then an

open round
;
again three rounds of double crochet.

You now continue to work in open crochet, hut

commence letting out for the thumb, by putting

two stitches into one, wliich will be the top of the

gusset ; every alternate round aftenvards you in-

crease on each side of the last increase.

When yoti have as much worked as will bring

you to the thumb, you commence it by working

a chain of four loops, and joining it to the fifteenth



open stitcli from "where you make your chaiiij and

let it he the part that was let out.

Work six open rounds, then three rounds of

double crochet
;
you finish hy working a chain of

five loops, and joining it to every third stitch.

You now tie your silk on at the bottom of the

thumb and work round the hand; continue for

seven open rounds, then three rounds of double

crochet; you now work a chain of five loops, join

them to every third stitch, another round of a

chain of five, joining them to the centre of the

chain in the last round.

You now work two rounds of the chain stitch at

the top, to correspond with the bottom.

Draw a ribbon in the open round at the top,

and darn in some of the holes on the back to form

a pattern.





Second Round.

Put three long stitches above the two in tha

last round, put the two last into the same stitch,

and make a chain of two, betwixt each three long

stitches.

Third Round.

Put four long stitches above the three in the last

round, the two last into the same stitch, and make

a chain of three betwixt each four long stitches.

Fourth Round.

Put five long stitches above the four in the same

manner, and the chain of tlrree betwixt each five

long stitches.

Fifth Round.

Put six long stitches above the five, and the chain

same as in the last round.

!
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SiKtli Round.

Put seven above tlie six chain the same as in last

round.

Seventh Round.

You now leave off putting two into the last

long stitch
;
put six long stitches above the seven

and make a chain of four betwixt each six long

stitches.

Eighth Round.

Put five long stitches over the six, and put one

long stitch into the open where the chain is in the

last round, and make three chain stitches betwixt

the five long stitches and the single long one.

Ninth Round.

Put four long stitches above the five
;
one into

each of the two opens, with a chain of three be

twixt the single stitches and the four long stitches.



Tenth Round.

Put t]iree long stitches above the four, and a single

one into eaclr open, with the chain as in last round.

Eleventh Round.

Put one single long stitch into each open, and

one above the three, ivith a chain of three betwixt

each long stitch.

Ttvelfth Round.

Put a long stitch into each chain stitch.

You are now at the border, which consists of

four rounds. The same border is made to all the

wine rubbers.

THE BORDER.

First Round.

Put seven double crochet, then seven chain, miss-

mg three stitches on the work.
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Second Round.

Put five double crochet stitches over the seven

double crochet stitches in the last round, then

five chain, and one double crochet stitch into the

centre of the chain of seven, then five chain

stitches.

Third Round.

Put three double crochet stitches into the centre

of the five double crochet stitches, then five chain,

one double crochet stitch into the fourth stitch

of the chain, then four chain, one double crochet

into the second stitch of the next chain, then five

chain stitches.

Fourth Round.

All double crochet, but miss the last and the first

stitch of the scollop
;
one double crochet betwixt

the two that are missed.





the last round
;
raalce a chain of two, put three

long stitches above the two long stitches, (put two

into the first stitch, and one into each of the next

two chain stitches •) then the chain of two.

Fourth Hound.

Same as the last, putting four above the three

close ones, always putting two into the first one,—

•

the one above the single long stitch, and the chain

of two,—^betwixt the close stitches and the single

long stitch.

Fifth Round.

Same as the last, onlj' putting five above the four

close stitches.

Sixth Round.

Same as the last, only putting six above the five.
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Seventh Round.

Put one long stitcli into eaoli open, and one in

the centre of the close stitches, with a chain of

thi’ee betwixt each long stitch.

Eighth Round.

A long stitch into every open, with a chain of three

betwixt each long stitch.

Ninth Round.

A long stitch into every chain stitch, and no

chain between.

Border, same as the first.
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XXIX- THIRD WIRE RUBBER.

Tie a loop, and work twelve double crochet stitches

into it.

First Round.

Put one long stitch into each chain stitch, and

make two cliain stitches betwixt each long stitch.

Second Round;

A long stitch into every chain stitch, and two into

every second one to increase it.

Third Round.

Put one long stitch into every chain stitch, and

make tliree chain stitches betwixt each seven long

stitches, which will make it into eight divisions.

IB a
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Fourth Kound.

Put five long stitches above the five middle

stitches of the seven close ones in the last round

;

make a chain of three, then one long stitch into the

open
;
again a chain of three.

Fifth Round.

Put three above the tln-ee middle close stitches

a chain of thi-ee, a long stitch into the open
; a

chain of three, a long stitch into the next open,

a chain of three.

Sixth Round.

Put one long stitch above tne three, and a

long one into every open, with a chain of three

betwixt each.



Seventh Round.

Put one long stitcli into eveiy open, with a

chain of three betwixt, hut put three long stitches,

close together, above the single long stitch be-

twixt each point.

Eighth Round.

One long stitch into every open, and five close

together above the thi’ee in the last round
; make

a chain of three betwixt each single long stitch.

Ninth Round.

One long stitch into every open, \rith the chain

of three between, and put three close long stitches

in the middle of the five in the last round.

Tenth Round.

A long stitch into every open, and one in the

IB
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stitches of the nine, and one stitch into each open,

\vith a chain of two between each single stitch.

.
Seventh Round.

Put five stitches above the seven, one into each

open
;
a chain of two betwixt tach single one.

Eighth Round,

Three above the five, one into each open, with the

chain of two betwixt each single long stitch.

Ninth Round.

One into each open, and one in the centre of the

tln-ee, with tlie chain of two between each long

stitch.

Tenth Round.

A long stitch mto each chain stitch.



nXI.-FIFTH EUBBER.

Make a cliain of three, join them, and -work

round, putting two stitches into each until you

have twenty- two stitches in the round.

First Round.

Put one long stitch into every chain stitch, and

make two chains between each long stitch.

; Second Round.

Put two long stitches into the chain stitch

above the first long stitch, a chain of two, a long

stitch above the next long stitch, then a chain of

two.

Third Round.

Put thi'ee stitches above the two, put the two
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XXXII.-SIXTH EDEBEE,
(See Engraving, No. 2.)

Tie your loop, and work fifteen double crochet

stitches into it.

First Round,

Put two long stitches into every chain stitch.

Second Round.

Put five long stitches, into five successive stitches,

a chain of tlwee bettvixt each five long stitches.

Third Round.

Put three long stitches in the centre of the five

in the last round, a chain of three, one long, a chain

of three, one long, then a chain of three.
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Fourth Round.

Put one long into eacli open, and one in the

centre of thedhree long stitches, with a chain of

tlu’ee betwixt each long stitch.

Fifth Round.

One long stitch into every chain stitch.

Sixth Round.

Put one long stitch into every chain stitch

hut make a chain of three betwixt each seven

long stitches.

Seventh Round.
Put five long stitches above the seven long

stitches, one long one into the open, a chain of

three between the one and the five.

Righth Round.
Put three long stitches above the five long
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Btitclies one into each open, three chains between

the single ones and the three.

Nlntb Round.

Put one long stitch into each open, and one

in the centre of the three, with a ebain of three

betwixt each stitch.

Tenth Round.

One long stitch into every chain stitch.

XniII.-SEYEKTH RTJBBEPu

Tie your loop, and work sixteen double crochet

stitches into it.

First Round.

Two long stitches into every chain stitch.
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Second Round.

Make six chain, and put one double crochet into

the third and fourth chain on the foundation.

Third Round.

Make seven long stitches into each open, and three

chain stitches between each seven.

Fourth Round.

Put three double crochet stitches into the chain

of three in the last round, with a chain of eight

betwixt each three.

Fifth Round.

Put nine long into the chain of the last round,

with four chain between each nine.

Sixth Round.

Put seven long stitches above the nine, tlien
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three chain, one long, three chain, one long, and

three chain.

Seventh Round.

Put five long stitches above the seven, then

one long one into each open, with a chain of three

between the five and each one.

Eighth Bound.

Put three long stitches above the five, then one

into every open, and three chain stitches betwixt

each.

Ninth Round.

Put one long stitch into every open, and one

al)ove the three, and three chain between each.

Tenth Round.

One long stitch into every chain stitch.
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XXXIV.-EIGHTH RUBBEL

Tie a loop, work twelve double crochet stitches

into it, continue working in double crochet, in-

creasing on every second stitch until you have

eight stitches.

First Round.

Put seven long stitches into seven chain stitches,

make a chain of tivo, miss one chain stitch on the

work between every seven.

Second Round.

Put seven long stitches above the seven in the

last round, and a chain of three between each

seven.
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Third Round.

' Put five long stitclies above the seven, make a

chain of three, put one stitch above the open, and

a chain of tlu’ee.

Fourth Round.

Put three long stitches above the five, then a

chain of two, one long stitch above the open, a

chain of two, a long stitch above the single one in

last round, a chain of two, and a long stitch

above the open.

Fifth Round.

Put a long stitch in the centre of the tlnee,

one above the open, then one above all the single

stitches, with a chain of two betwixt each.

Sixth Round.

Double crochet.
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Sixth Round.

Put four long in the centre of the ten, then

three chain, one long into each open, and three g,*

chain between each.

Seventh Round.

Put two long into each open, then two chain

stitches between each two, and two long above

the four.

Eighth Round,

Put three long stitches above the two, and two

chain stitches between each three.

Ninth Round.

One long stitch into each stitch.
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XXXVI.-TENTH ElIBBEPu
(See Engraving, No. 3.)

Tie a loop, work eigliteen double crochet stitches

into it.

'3First Round.

Two long stitches into each chain stitch.

Second Round.

Make six chain stitches, then one double crochet

into the fourth stitch.

Tlilrd Round.

Put eight long stitches into the chain, and two

chains between each eight.

Fourtb Round.

Put seven long stitches above the eight, then

two chain, one long into the open, and two chain.



Fifth Round.

Put six long stitches above the seven, and one

long stitch into each open, and two chain stitches

between each, and the six long stitches.

Sixth Round.

Put five long stitches above the six, one long

into each open, and two chain stitches between

the six, and the single ones.

Seventh Round.

Put foiai- long stitches above the five, then two

chain stitches, one long into each open, and two

chain stitches between each.

Eighth Round.

Put three long stitches above the four, then two

chain stitches, one long into each open, and two

chain stitches between each.



mntb Round.

Put one long stitcli above the three, two chain

stitches, one long into each open, with a chain of

two between each long stitch.

Tenth Round.

One long stitch into each chain stitch.
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—

^
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XXXVU.-ELEVENTH RUBBEK.

Tie a loop, work eighteen double crochet stitches

into it.

First Round.

Two long stitches into each chain stitch.

Second Round.

Two long stitches into each chain stitch



TWrd Round.

Put one long stitcli into every other stitch, and

two chain stitches between each.

Fourth Round.

One long into every stitch, increasing one every

six stitches.

Fifth Round.

Make seven long stitches, then two chain stitches,

miss two.

Sixth Round.

Put five long stitches above the seven, make

two chain stitches, one long stitch into the open

and two chain stitches.

Seventh Round.

Make three long stitches in the centre of the

five, two chain, one long stitch into each open,

,
two chain between.



Eighth Round.

Put one long stitch in the centre of the three,

and one into each open, with a chain of two be-

tween each long stitch.

Ninth Round.

One long stitch into each chain stitch.

E-se-3-

XIXVIII.-mLFni RUBBER.
/See Engraving, No- 4.)

Tie a loop, and work fifteen double crochet stitches

into it.

]?irst Round.

Put two long stitches into each chain stitch, and

one chain stitch between each two long stitches

ign



V

Second Round.

Make four chain stitches, then one double crochet

stitch into the open between each two.

Third Round.

Put four long stitches into the four chain stitches,

and one chain stitch between each four.

Fourth Round.

Make six chain stitches, then one double crochet

stitch into the open betwixt the four long stitches

in the last round.

Fifth Round.

Make seven long stitches into the cliain, then

make two chain stitches.

Sixth Round.

Make eight chain stitches, then one double crochet

stitch into the open between the seven.



r 1

i
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1
i

1 Seventh Round. 1
< o Put seven long stitches into the chain, make two 1

chain stitches.

Rightb Round.

Put five long stitches above the seven, make

two chain stitches, one long into the open, then

pi two chain stitches.

Ninth Round.

pi Three long stitches above the five, two chain

stitches, one long into each open then two chain

stitches.

o Tenth Round.

Put one long stitch in the centre of the three.

two chain stitches, one long stitch into each open,

then two chain between each. $
Eleventh Round.

1
One long stitch into each chain stitch.

1
;

1

i
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mix -BABY’S SPENSER.

For a child about atwelvemontholditwillrequire

two and a half ounces of shaded blue, single Ber-

lin, and half an ounce of white to edge it. Work

with a coarse ivory needle.

It is buttoned up the back.

Commence at the back with blue. Make a

chain ten inches long, work in double crochet

stitch, inserting the needle into the edge of the

chain furthest from you, to make the work ap-

pear in ridges. In turning the rows, always make

a chain stitch, to keep it straight at the edge, as

you cannot put the needle into the last stitch.

Work eight ridges, (observe it takes two rows

to form a ridge.) You now commence sloping for
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the waist and shoulders, which you do by turning

your rows two stitches from each end
;
work other

five ridges in this manner, which finishes one side

of the back
;
work the other to correspond.

isi

Front.

Make a chain the same length as the straight

part hetw’een the two slopes, and increase two

stitches every row until you have it as long as

the back. You then work four ridges of the same

length. You now commence sloping for the front

of the neck by turning the rows at the top one

stitch from the end. When you have W'orked

four ridges in tliis manner, you commence sloping

it up again for the other side by increasing a stitch

every row at the top. Make both sides to corres-

pond.

Before you crochet the shoulder together



work three rows of double crochet between the

back and front at the shoulder, to form a little

band.

Sleeve.

Make a chain eight inches long. You work

back and forward from the wrist to the shoulder,

slope it up to the top, then slope it down again

from the middle. The sleeve must be twelve

ridges wide.

Work a cuff of the same stitch; work it to the

sleeve before you crochet it together
; work three

ridges, and then three rows of the common donble

crochet with the white.

Band at the Waist.

Take the white and work two rows of common
double crochet, then a row of open for a ribbon,

then one row of double crochet. You now take

the blue and work a fall at each side, open in



front
;

tlie first row you increase on every second

stitch. When you have four ridges wrought, edge

it with white, same as the cuff. Work the other

side the same.

Collar.

In working the first row you keep it tight, as

it will he rather wide, and then increase every

sixth stitch on the second and third rows, to

make the collar sit fiat. Work four ridges, then

edge it with wliite, same as the cuffs. Tlxe collar is

worked in two parts, same as the fall at the w’aist.

When you edge the collar, work down the back

at the same time; and every two inches miss

tlmee chain stitches, and work three chain stitches,

then join it to the work, which will make an open'

for a button hole. You do this on the first row of

wliite. Sew in the sleeves, and di-aw a ribbon in

at the waist. L

Printed image digitised by the University of Southampton Library Digitisation Unit
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XL.-L0NG SCARF. ^

PINK AND GREY STRIPES.

It will reqmre four ounces of pink, five ounces

of grey, and one ounce of primrose, to edge the

stripes. Work with a coarse needle.

You commence with pink. Make a chain three

yards long. Work tliree rows of long crochet

You work backwards and forwards.

You now take the primrose and work one row

of double crochet.

Now take the gi-ey, and work twelve rows of

open crochet. The first row you put your stitch,

into every other chain stitch on the primrose.

The following rows you put your stitch into the

open between each long stitch.
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After the twelve rows of gi-ey, you work one

row of double crochet with the primrose, then

you work three rows with the pink in the same

manner as the last three pink rows.

You continue working pink and grey stripes

alternately, edging them with the primrose, until

you have three stripes of gi'ey, and four stripes of

pink. When done, you work a row of double

crochet rvith the primrose at the edge you com-

menced at, to make it correspond with the othe

edge.

Crochet a fringe in at each end
;
put grey in

opposite the grey, and pink opposite the pink, and

primrose at the primrose ; knot the fiinge.
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XLI.-SQUAIIE BAG.

Fifteen shades of scarlet Berlin and an ivorj

crochet needle will be required.

Commence with the darkest shade. Make a

chain of forty loops, work a row on each side of

the chain of the double crochet stitch. The whole

bag is done the same stitch. You work two

rounds of each shade. When you have all the

shades in, it will be large enough. Work the

frill in the following manner :

—

Take one of your middle shades, and work a

round of open crochet into every chain stitch.

You then change your shade, and do the same

stitch all round again, with this difference
;
you

put your needle into the large hole instead of
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the stitch. You work the thh’d row in the same

manner, with another shade. You finish with a

round the same stitch as the bag.

You line it, and sew rings inside at the bottom

of the frill.

—

!

XLII -EAE CAP.

It ivill require three skeins of blue, and six

skeins of white Berlin.

You make a chain of one hundred loops. You

work the same stitch throughout, which is open

crochet.
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XLUI.-MUFFATEES,

WITH A FRILL AT ONE EDGE.

Four skeins of scarlet, and six of white Berlin

wool wiU be required, and an ivory needle.

Commence with scarlet. Make forty loops,

work three rounds, after you join your chain, of

the double crochet stitch.

You then work seven rounds of white, the open

crochet stitch. You take up only every other

loop in your first round, but in yoiu- other rounds

you put the needle tlu'ough the large hole.

When you have done the seven romids, you tie

on the scarlet, and work three rounds of double

crochet stitch, the same as the beginning.
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Yon work the MU the same as the open part,

but take up every chain stitch, work two rounds of

white, then finish with one round of scariet the

donbie stitch.

XLIV.-KOUOT) CUSHION.

You require two coiours of shaded wooi. Pur-_

pie and amber make a good contrast. You work

the donbie crochet stitch, and carry on both threads

at one tune.

Make three stitches of the amber, join them

and work round, putting two stitches into one.

You have now six
:
put in the purpie, and work
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a stitch of each coloui- into every stitch, to en-

iarge it for the two first rounds. Every round

afterwards yoxi only increase by putting two

stitches into the last stitch of each colour. You

change your threads, and work the ijui-ple on the

purple stitches, and the amber on the amber

stitches. Continue working in the same manner

until as large as you wish it.

Line it with velvet, and draw it dowm in the



XLY.-TURKISH SOFA CUSfflON,

WORKED IN STRIPES.

You require one ounce of gold colour, and half

an ounce of each of the following colours—of

double Berlin, gi-een, scarlet, blue, wliite, and

purple. You work them in the order named, and

a narrow gold strip betwixt each colour. It will

be sufficiently large when you have repeated the

stripes twice.

You commence with the gold colour. Make a

chain half a yard in length, and work three rows

of double crochet.

You now take the green and work four rows in

the following manner ;—Put three long stitches
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M into three successive chain stitches in the work, m
p then make a chain of three loops, and put yom

p next three long stitches into the work three chain

stitches distant from the last long stitches. The Pi
three following rows you i>ut youi- long stitches

P into the large hole.

p You now work three rows of double crochet

p with the gold colour
;
then take the scarlet and

p work in the same manner as the green.

When made up, you line the work with black

velvet, and make the hack of scarlet, mth shenille
Pi

1
cord and tassels.

1
^1



XLYI.-BEAUTIFUL CUSfflON.

It requires five colours of shaded double Berlin,

half an ounce of each—green, scarlet, purple, blue,

and amber. You work one row of each. Com-

mence with gi-een. Make a chain of one hundred

and twenty loops. You put tlu-ee long stitches

into three successive stitches, then make a chain

of three loops, again your three long stitches,

missing three stitches on the chain. Every row

afterwards you put the three long stitches into the

large hole. Use the colours in the order named.

When all are wought up, the cushion will be
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When you have four open rounds done, you in-

crease by putting two stitches into one hole. You

let out every pther round, one on each side of the

first let out, until you have twelve rounds done

altogether from the blue.

You now work the thumb. Join it together at

the ninth hole, and work three rows round, then

work two rounds of double crochet with blue.

Work four rounds from the bottom of the

thumb, and finish by working two rounds of double

crochet with blue.
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XLYIII-BEELffl WOOL CUFF

LIGHT AND DARK BROWN

Make a chain five inches long. . Work in donhle

crochet stitch, but always insert your needle into

the edge of the chain furthest from you. Work

back and forward until you have as much as will

go easily over the hand, then crochet it together.

You now take your light brown and work round

each end until you have about two inches, which

you turn up on to the dark brown.

XLIX.-SPASISH SMOKING CAP.

Half an ounce of shaded purple single Berlin,



five sliades of blue gi-eens, one skein of each shade,

and six skeins of primrose, will be required.

Work with a steel crochet needle. No. 14.

Make a chain of three loops with the primrose,

join them, work in double crochet stitch
;
put two

stitches into each.

Take the purple, work one primrose and one

purple into each stitch; next round work twc

primrose into each primrose, and two purple into

each purple stitch.

Every succeeding round work one purple into

each purple stitch, and one primrose stitch into

each primrose one, except the last, in which you

work two stitches, in order to increase it. Continue

working in the same manner until you have eight

primrose stitches betwixt the two purple ones.

You now work the last stitch of the primi'ose
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with purple, and make the increase on the last

purple stitch. Continue working in the same

manner until you have only one primrose stitch

left. You then break off your primrose, and con-

tinue working with the purple alone.

You now only increase in every other round,

and do so for three alternate rounds
;

first round

increase opposite the primrose point, and next

time betwixt the points, and the last time ojjpo-

site the points. You now continue working with-

out increasing until you have ten rounds done

from the points.

Take your darkest shade of green and work a

round, then one round in open crochet of each

shade until you come to the lightest
;
work again

up to the darkest.

Now take the purple and work again in the
u
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double crochet stitch. Work two rounds, put in

the primrose, and work every thirteenth stitch

of it.

Every succeeding round work an additional

primrose stitch until you have eight primrose and

five purple stitches. Finish with one round of

purple.

Sew a long tassel and button to the top.

L-BLUE BOESET FOR A LITTLE BOY.

It will require half an ounce of bright shaded

blue, and a quarter of an ounce of shaded scarlet.

Steel needle. No. 12.

It is all worked of the double crochet stitch.

Make a chain of three loops, join them, and
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work round, putting two stitches into every chain

stitch for the two first rounds. Every round af-

terwards you put two into every second stitch,

then two into every third, then into every fom-th

;

so on, increasing the distance of one betwixt each

increase on every round, until you have it large

enough, which it will be when about ten inches

in diameter.

You now commence to decrease by missing a

stitch, and do so as many stitches distant from

each other as yom’ last increase ;
and every round

YOU make your decreases one stitch nearer each

other, until you have worked twelve rounds fi-om

where you commenced to decrease.

• You now take your scarlet and work ten rows

back and forward (not round), so as to form tlie

oi>en. Finish with two rows of blue.
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Then a round of open, same as the first open

ronnd. Another open round, putting the needle

into the large hole, and making four chain stitches

betwixt each long stitch.

Then work Uvo rounds again of the double

stitch. Next round make two long stitches close

together; then make three chain stitches, then

your two long stitches again, missing a stitch

betwixt every two. When you have joined

vour round, make a chain of seven loops, and

begin the next round, which is the same as the

last, only putting your two stitches into the

large hole, then make your three loops. Another

round the same. Now -work three rounds of the

double stitch.

It will now he large enough. You now work a

border for the side of the cushion. Work it of
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the open stitch, but make two chain stitches be-

twixt each open stitch, and leave two stitches be-

twixt each on the work. You work three

rounds the same. In working the last round,

you only make one chain stitch betwixt each.

You now work a border to hang over the side.

You work it to the plain part above the side.

Make a chain of seven loops, and catch it in to

the work, betwixt each open stitch. Work

three rounds the same, hut join the chain to the

centre of last chain.

Make your cushion of coloured silk, and your

cover slips over it. It will require no fastening,

but drawing in with a ribbon at the bottom.
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LII.-SHEffllLE BAG.

Six shades of amber slienille.

Make thirty loops wdth the darkest ; work an

open row on each side. It is worked of the open

crochet stitch throughout.

Work one round of each shade, and two of the

lightest, then work one of each again, ending

with the darkest shade. You line it with black

or -white satin
;
add rings and tassels to match.

LIII.-BIBBON FOR THE KECK.

Three shades of pink Berlin wool, three skeins

of each shade, and tliree skeins of wliite -n’ill he

required.
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Commence witli white. Make one hundred

and sixty loops, work a row on each side of the

chain with the white. It is all worked of the

common open stitch.

Work one row all round of the lightest shade,

then a round of the next shade, and one of the

darkest. You put two stitches into every hole in

turning round the ends, to make the work lie flat.

You work a slide of the darkest shade. Make

twenty-six loops, join them together, and continue

working round the double stitch until you have

two inches worked.

You pass the ends of the mfif tlurough the cross

way.
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LIY.-TUEKISH SCARF FOR THE HECK.

It looks well of shaded amber, and royal bluB

Berlbi wool.

Make a chain of two hundred and fifty loops,

Work two rows of double crochet.

Change your colour and work three long crochet

stitches close together, lifting every loop, then a

chain of three loops. Repeat the three long

stitches, leaving three loops behvixt the last three

long stitches.

Every row after the first youwork your three long

stitches into the large hole. Continue working in

the same manner until you have it a quarter of a

yard broad, changing your colour every row.
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You finish with two rows of double crochet,

to make both edges correspond.

Add shenille tassels and an ivory slide.

s-9:+-

LY.-SMAIL HAIfflKERCHIEF.

It will require half an ounce of white, and four

shades of scarlet, for the border, two skeins of each

shade, and four skeins of the second shade for the

fringe.

Stitch the long crochet with two chain stitches

between each long stitch.

Commence with white. Make a chain of six

loops, join them, put three stitches into the large



hole. Make four chain stitches at the com-
mencement of eyeiy row.

Every row after you put two stitches into the

first, middle, and last stitches.

When you have eighteen rows done, you take

the lightest scarlet, and work one row of each shade.

When you have the darkest in, shade back to the

lightest, then work one row of white to finish.

Cut the fringe into proper lengths, say five

inches. Put three threads together, and draw it

through with your crochet needle. Make one

stitch to festen it.
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LVI.-WARM HANDKERCHIEF FOR THE HOUSE.

To be worked of double Berlin, and of the same

stitch as the small handkerchief. You will require ^

fom ouuces for the middle, and two ounces for

the border and fringe.

You work three and a half ounces into the

middle, one ounce into the border, and half an

ounce same as the middle to finish. Then add

the fringe of the same colour as the border.

LVII-SCARF OF DIAMOND PATTERN.

It will require one ounce of shaded scarlet
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single Berlin, and a steel crochet needle, No. 12.

Make a chain five nails long. First row you work

a chain of five loops, join it with two double crochet

stitches to every third and fourth chain stitch.

Every row afterwards you make a chain of five,

and join it to the two centre stitches of the chain

in the foinier row. When a yard and half long,

work three rows of double crochet up each side.

Draw up the ends, and add tassels and a slide.

LVIIL-€OLLAR OF BERLIN WOOL.

Primrose and purple make a pretty contrast.

Use a steel needle. No. 14.
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Make a chain of one hundred and ten loops,

stitch the long crochet. Work the chain and

first row of the, purple, the next four of primrose.

First Row.

Make two stitches close together, then a chain

of two loops ;
miss a chain stitch betwixt everj

two long stitches.

Second How.

Same as the first.

Third Row.

Same, but make three chain stitches betwixt

every two long stitches.

Fourth Row.

Same as the thu-d.

Fifth Row.
Same, onlymake four chain stitches instead ofthree.

All the following rows you work round the ends.
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Sixth Row.

Same as tlie last row, but with purple, and

work round the ends.

Seventh Row.

Primrose. Work five long stitches into every

hole, and two chain stitches betwixt every five

long stitches.

Eighth Row.

Work two long stitches into every hole, and eight

chain stitches betwixt every two long stitches.

Ninth Row.

Purple. Work one row of double crochet, which

completes the collar.

Draw a ribbon round the neck
;
finish with a

bow in front.



LIX -COLLAE FOE A CHILD,

OF PRIMROSE AND PINK BERLIN.

Work it the common open stitch, but make a

chain of two loops betwixt each stitch.

Commence with pink. Make a chain of twenty-

four loops.

First Row.
Work round each side, putting three stitches into

each end stitch.

Second Row.
Put two stitches into every other hole, and one

into the other.

TWrd Row.

Put two stitches into every third hole, and one

into each of the other holes.



Fourth Row.

Put two stitelies into every sixth hole, ami one

into the others.

Fifth Row.

Put two stitches into oveiy' seventh hole, and one

into the others.

Sixth Row.
You only increase in working round the ends

in the following rows. You i)ut two into every

liole in working round the ends.

You work the seventh row of pink, only along

one side, to make the imder side broader than the

upper'.

You now work one row all round of primrose.

Work a string of the chain stitch, draw it

through the middle; add tassels of the primrose

also. ^
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LX -GAITERS FOR A LITTLE BOY.

Six skeins of black and fourteen of fawn colour

Berlin will be required. Use an ivory needle.

Work in double crochet stitch.

Make a chain of fifty loops of black, join it, and

work three rounds.

Take the fawn and work twelve rounds.

You now take in by missing a stitch in every

other round until you have taken in five times.

You then work seven rounds. For the instep

part, you work back and forward on one half of

the leg, going a stitch in on every row until j'ou

have nine rows done.

You now tie on the black and work three
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rounds. When done, work a row of single crochet

up the outside of the leg of black, and two rows of

double crochet.

Sew fom- small black buttons up the side to

make it appear as if buttoned up. You sew a

strap to one side, and button it on the other.

LXI.-LA])Y’S SLIPPER.

An ounce and half of shaded double Bei-lin

will be required. Purple or scarlet looks well.

It is done the double crochet stitch, only you

put your needle into the edge of the work fur-

thest from you, so as to make the work sit up in

ridges.
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1
Make a chain of fourteen loo2)s, work back §

p and forward until you have a piece long enough M
to go round the heel part of the shoe.

You now make a chain of tlih'ty Igojis, sixteen

being for the instej), and fomteen for the other

side.

Pi You now work back and forward across the

1
whole, and will have forty-fom- stitches in all.

You then commence taking in after the first 1
row, by missing the middle stitch.

1

When you have worked enough for the front

of the shoe you crochet the heel part to the side

of the front, and sev/ a fringe round the top, wliich 1
you can do, by winding the wool round a mesh,

and sewing it on
;

it requires two rows. m
You can make them very neatly up yourself. P

1
by buying a pair of cork soles, (same as are worn

1
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inside shoes,) and sewing j'onr work to the edge

of the sole. Draw a ribbon round the instep to

tie in fi-ont.

LXII.-BARY’S BOOTS.

Primrose and white look well
; it will require

four skeins of white and six of primrose
; use a

steel crochet needle, No. 16. Commence with

primrose, make forty-eight loops, join them and

work one round, then work seven rounds of white

of the double crochet stitch.

Work one round of open, then work of the

double crochet stitch four rows, but only on

twelve stitches, and work back and forward, then
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take your primrose and work seven rows in tlie

same manner, wliicli finishes rhe instep
;
you now

work along the sides of the instep and round the

heel part, when you have done seven rows, close

the sole by working both together
;
the same at

the toe. The sole will be a little fuller than the

upper part, but full it in a little so as not to

make the toe too broad; work a string of the

chain stitch, and draw it through the open row



per, you commence at the toe, make a chain of

twelve stitches, increase a stitch in the middle of

every row until you have eighteen rows done.

You now only work your rows twelve stitches

long for the heel part; work thirty rows, join it

to the front part, work one row of single crochet

round the top, to work a fi-ill into.

You work the frill of an open stitch, place the

wool round the needle, draw the wool through

the work, then through two loops, again through

two, then make a chain of two loops.

After you have one frill done, work another

into the other side of the chain stitch.

Band to button round the ankle
;
make a chain

of forty-five loops, work a row of double crotchet

on each side, make a loop of six stitches for the

button hole, sew it to the heel of the shoe.
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Draw a ribbon round and tie it in front, make

the sole of fine leather and bind it with ribbon,

sew it to the work.

LXIV.-IUG STAND.

You require three colours of shaded double

Berlin
;

purple, amber, aud gi’een, make a good

contrast
; needle No. 14.

Commence with gi-een; it is all worked the

double crochet stitch.

Make a chain of three loops, join them, and

continue working round, increasing by putting
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two stitches into one. Tlie first two rounds you

increase in every stitch, on the third round in

every second stitch, and on the fourth every third

stitch; so on, in everj' round making your in-

creases always one stitch further apart.

Work six rounds of gi’cen, five of pui^ple, and

four of the amber. For

THE BORDER

Make a chain of eight with green, join it to the

work on the sixth stitch, then work a round of

purple, in double crotchet.

Lace a piece of shaded amber chenille through

the scollops.
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LXV.-BIPvD NEST FLOWER STAND.

You require two colours, say scarlet and white,

four- skeins of white and six of scarlet.

Make three loops, join them, and put two

stitches into each, of double crochet, then juit a

scarlet and a 'white stitch into each stitch
;
you

carry on both threads at a time.

Second roxind you put two scarlet stitches into

each scarlet stitch, and two -white into each white

one.

Every round after you put one scarlet into

each scarlet stitch, hut put two into the last stitch.

Same in doing the white, put one -white into

each -vvliite stitch, but two into the last. So on



until you have six stitches of white and six of

scarlet.

You now break off the white and work one

round of scarlet.

You then work an open round, then anothei

open round, putting the stitch into the large hole

You now work a round of double long crochet

and put three stitches into each hole.

You take the white again, and work a round

of long crochet, and put one stitch into eacli

hole

To finish, \vork a chain of four loops,' join it to

the edge, eighteen open stitches from where it was

tied on. Make another chain of four loops, join

it to the edge otlier eighteen stitches distant, so on

until you have gone all round, it will now he

drawn into a small circle, give the work betwixt



I?

eacli chain a turn over to the outside to make it

sit neatly. Work a iw of double crochet into all

the chains of four to finish.

LXVI.-FLOTOR STAND WITH FRILL.

Two colours of shaded Berlin. Amber and

pui-ple look pretty.

Commence with the purple, make three loops,

join them and work round. The first round you

increase by putting two stitches into one, you

work the centre piece of single crochet.

The second round you increase eveiy two

stitches, the third round every three stitches, tlie

fourth round eveiy four stitches, the fifth round

every fifth stitch; so on until your centre piece
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work in tliis manner you must always make a

chain stitch at the end of the row, otherwise your

work would decrease, as you cannot put your

needle into the 'last stitch when you turn your

rows) until jmu have a square, it wiU take

twenty-five rows.

Sew the squares together and put a small tuft

of oottoir at each corner where they meet. AVork

an edge from any of the lace patterns and sew

round.

This pattern answers for a bed quilt when

wrought of much coarser cotton.
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LXVm-BOfflET GAP.

You will require three skeins of white Berlin,

wool, and three shades of scarlet, two skeins of

the lightest shade, five skeins of the middle shade,

and six of the last.

Commence with white, make a chain of ono

hundred loops, work round each side in open

crochet stitch, until you have it seven rows wide,

always letting out at each end by putting two

stitches into one hole
;
round the end to make it

lie flat.

You now work a round of the daikest shade;

then a round of the lightest shade, in working

this round you put your stitch into every chain

stitch instead of the large hole, you do so for a
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LXIX.-TOQUE.

Geranium colour and rvliite look rvell. Com-

mence with white, make a chain half a yard long,

yon then work a row of triple long open stitch,

that is, put the wool three times round the needle,

and then draw the wool through two loops at a

time until all are worked off, then make one loop,

you miss every other chain stitch.

You now take your coloured wool and work of

the common open stitch two rows round the

white, putting four stitches into the end to make

it sit flat.

You then work two rows of white, then two of

'

the coloured, then one of white, and end with two
0
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rows of the coloured wool. You put two stitches

into one in working round the ends to make it

sit flat.

Draw a satin ribbon through the wide row in

the centre
;
when worn you turn back the front

part a little.

Put a rosette on each side, made either of

crochet work or ribbon.

LXX -VERY BEATIFUL TURKISH TIDDY.

It requires one ounce of gold colour Berlin

wool, three skeins of each of the other colours,

arranged in the following manner:—light blue,



vose coloui", light green, wliite, pm^ple, white,

dark gi'een, dark red, dark blue.

A stripe of the gold colour is worked of double

crochet stitch betwixt each colour. Three rows

are sufficient.

You work all the three skeins into each stripe,

as the colour is not repeated. It will be about a

nail broad. You work them in the diamond hole

pattern and the square hole pattern alternately.

The diamond is done in the follorving manner.

Make a chain of four loops, join it to the gold

colour evei'y third stitch, work two double crochet

stitches. The following rows you join your chain

of four to the two centre stitches of the chain in

the former row.

Square Hole.

Make three long crochet stitches into -tliree

Ji
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stitclies on the work, then a chain of three loops,

again the three long stitches, passing three cliain

stitches on the work. The following rows yon

put your three long stitches into the hole.

You commence and end with three rows of

double crochet.

BORDER OF GOLD COLOUR.

Work tlu-ee rows of double crochet at each

side.

You then make a chain of seven loops
;
join it

to the work on every fifth stitch. Another round

the same.

Last Bound.

Make a chain of seven, join it to the centre of

the chain in the last round. You then work

double crochet up to the centre of the next

loop, which will take six stitches. You then

make your chain of seven loops
;
so on all round.
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LXXI -ROMD PURSE.

This purse has a star on each side, and requires

two colours of medium size purse t-wist. Bose

colom- and blue make a pretty contrast. You

will require two skeins of blue and one of rose

colour.

You carry on both your colours at once, and

work in double crochet.

Commence wdth the blue, and ipake a chain of

three, join them, put tw'o into each stitch until

you have ten stitches.

You now put in yom' rose colour, and put one

rose colour stitch and one blue stitch into each

stitch.

Next round you put two blue into each blue,

and two rose colour into each rose colour.
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Every round afterwards you put two stitches

into the last rose colour stitch. Always put one

blue into each blue^ so as never to have more

tlian two blue stitches. You continue working in

this manner until you have eight rose colour

stitches.
,

You now put two blue stitches into the last

rose colour stitch. By that means your rose

colour will get less every row, and your blue will

increase.

When you have come to one rose colour' stitch,

you work two rounds entirely of blue.

One side will now be done. You work another

side in the same manner to correspond. Crochet

them together, leaving enough open to sew on the

top. It must be a semicircle one. Sew two rows

of loops of beads round
;
twist one row round the

other



This pattern looks very pretty with the star

formed of beads. You string your lieads on the

rose colour, and put one forward every time you

make a rose colour stitch.

LXXII -LONG PUKSE, WITH BEADS,

SCARLET AND GOLD.

You will require four skeins of purse twist,

and one bmich of beads.

String on a few beads, then commence. Make

a chain five nails long.

Work in long crochet. Place your silk round

tlie needle, put yom- needle into every other chain

stitch, draw the silk through, then thro\igh one
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p loop, tliroug'li two, again tlirongli two. You now ^
8^ put forward a bead, tlien draw tlie silk through ®

one loop. ^
E':3 Every row after the first you put your needle ^

through the large hole. BE

rM You cut off your silk at the end of each row, ^
and commence at the other end, so as your beads ^
may be all on one side. O
You crochet up one third at each end, draw in

Gv3

r^
the ends, and add gilt tassels and slide. p«

h^

1S'l.^

Ei';3

o
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LXnil-STKIPED PURSE.

You require two skeins of blue and two of fawn

;
colour. Work a steel needle, Ko. 26.

Commence with the fawn colour. Make a

chain ten mches long
;
work six rows of double

crochet.

Take the blue, and after you have joined it to

the work, make a chain of five loops, and join it

to the work on every fourth stitch. Next row

you join the chain to the centre stitch of the chain

in the last row, with a double crochet stitch.

When you have worked four open rows, you

work one row with only three stitches in the



chain instead of five. You now take the fawn

colour and woi'k six rows of double crochet.

This forms an open and a close stripe. You can

put a pattern of beads on the third stripe if you

wish. String your beads before you commence,

and put one forward before you draw the thread

turough the work. This purse is made up as the

last.



This pui'se has a star at th© bottom^ and spots

tliroughout.

You requii-e two colours, say pink and gi-een

—

two skeins of green, and one of pink.

Make a chain of three with the green, join

them, and put two stitches into each. You now
take the pink and work with both colours. Put
one green and one pink into each stitch. You
will have six of each. Next roAv you put two
green into each green, and two pink into each



pink. Every row afterward put one green into

each green, and one pink into each pink, but

put two stitches into the last pink one, until

you have fourteen pink stitches. You now put

a green stitch into the last pink stitch. This will

lessen 3'our pink and increase your gi'een. When
yom' pink is reduced to one, you continue a round

entirely' of green, and then commence making your

spots. You put one pink stitch in the centre be-

twixt each point ; next round you put two pink

;

next three
;
next two ; next one

;
then a round

entirely' of gi'een. The next spot you place be-

twixt these in the former rounds. When nearly

as deep as you wish, you must leave an open at

each side to admit the top being sewed neatly on.

In working the open, you must cut oft' your silk,

and begin at the half, and only work one side up

at a time. When you have worked six rows, or
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1
as many as the deirtli of your top requires, you

cut off your silk, and work the other half to cor-

respond. 0
->»»«--
* tD 1 •

I

1
LXXY -THE STAR VIHE RUBBER.

1
i You work them in shaded scarlet Berlin wool.

and No. 14 Butch t'ndst. Use a steel needle, o
No. 20.

Commence with the scarlet, make a chain of
Pi

three, join it and work round in double crochet.

Q putting two stitches into every chain stitch until M
m you have nine stitches round. You now put in

the white; keep both threads and let one pass

ip
on the wrong side.

m
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First Round.

Put a wliite stitch, and a scarlet one into every

chain stitch.

Second Round.

Put two scarlet stitches into each scarlet one.

and one white stitch into each white one.

Tliird Round.

Put one white into each white one, and a scar-

let stitch into each scarlet one, but increase on

the last stitch of each scarlet point. You should

have nine points. Continue working every round

the same as this, until you have eight scarlet

stitches on each point.

You now put two white stitches into every

last scai'let stitch in each point, and put the

white over the white, and the scarlet over tlie
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scarlet, as in the former rounds. Continue work-

ing in this manner until you have all white

stitches; you then work two rounds entirely of

white.

You now tie on the scarlet and commence

THE BORDER.

First Round.

Work all round of double crochet stitch.

Second Round.

Work seven double crochet stitches, then

make a chain of seven loops, miss three chain

Stitches on the work, then the seven double

crochet again.

Tlilrd Round.

Put a long stitch into each of the seven chain

stitches in the last round, and put a long stitch



1
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into the centre of the seven double crochet stiches

;

1^3 make a chain stitch between each long stitch.

Last Round.

Make a chain of four, join it into the open be-

t-vveen each long stitch with a double crochet

stitch.

i
^ig —

I
LXm-LAEGE ROUND STMD. 1

WITH A FRILL. m
It will require half an ounce of shaded scarlet

single Berlin, four skeins of single white, and half

&jio an ounce of white double Berlin. Commence with

scarlet. tm
Make three chain stitches, join them, and work

1
!y^
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three rounds, putting two stitches into every

chain stitch to increase.

Fourth Round.

Open crochet.

Fifth Round.

Put three double long stitches into every open,

and make one chain stitch between every three

long stitclies.

Sixth Round.

Take the white single Berlin, and make five

chain stitches, join them to the work in the open •

between each three long stitches, with a single

crochet stitch.

Seventh Round.

Make five chain stitches, join them to the

centre of the five chain stitches hr the last round.
p
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EiEbtb Round.

Same as the seventh.

Ninth Round.

Take the scarlet, put four double long stitches

into evei-y large hole.

Tenth Round.

Put one long stitch into every chain stitch.

Eleventh Round.

Take the white, make a chain of five, join it to

the work by a single crochet stitch on every

fourth chain stitch.

Twelfth Round.

Same as the eleventh.

Thirteenth Round.

Take the scarlet, put tlu-ee long stitches into



every open, make one chain stitch between each

long stitch.

Fourteenth Round.

Take the white double Berlin, put two double

long crochet stitches into every open, and make

two chain stitches between each double long stitch.

Last Bound.

'lake the scarlet, put one long stitch into every

open, and make two chain stitches betwixt each

long one.

-s-X-?

LXXVII.-CHINCHILLA MOTF.

It will require two ounces of shaded grey

double Berlin.
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Make a chain half a yard long, join it, and

work in double crochet stitch, but catch the wool

round the needle and insert your needle into the

under side of tiie chain
;
draw the thread through

tile work, then through the three loops on the

needle; continue working in the same stitch

until you have it as long as you wish it.

Stuff it and line it according to taste.

—

—

LXXyill.-ANTl MAGASSAPu

DIAMOND PATTERN.

Worked in isTo. 16 Dutch twist.

Make a chain half a yard long. Before com-

mencing each row you make five chain stitches

to raise it up the height of the row.



First Row

Put four long into four successive chain stitches,

make two chain stitches, then the four long

stitches again, missing two chains.

Second Row.

Put three long stitches into the first three

chain stitches, * make two chain stitches, put a

long stitch into the open, make two chains, then

tight long stitches. Kepeat from until the

row is finished.

Third Row.

Put two long stitches into the fii-st two chain

stitches, * make two chain stitches, put a long

stitch into the open, again two chain stitches,

one long into the open, two chains, then six long



stitches into six successive chain stitches, over

the eight long stitches in the last row. Repeat

from * until the row is finislied.

Fourth Row.

Put two long stitches into the two first chain

stitches, * tlien put a long stitch into each open,

with two chain stitches between each long one,

and four long stitches above the six in the last

row. Repeat from * until the row is finished.

Fifth Row.

Put a long stitch into every open, with two

chain stitches betwixt each long stitch then put

two long stitches above the four in the last row.

Repeat.

Sixth Row.

A long stitch into every open, with two chain

stitches between each long stitcln

B
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Seventh Row.

Put a long stitoli into each open, with a chain

of two between each long stitch; but put two

long stitches into the open opposite the point of

the last diamond.

Eighth Row.

This row is the same as the fourth, only the

four long stitches that are together, will be over

the two in the last row.

Ninth Row.

This is the same as the third row; the six

close stitches coming opposite the four in the

last row.

Tenth Row.

Same as the second.

Commence again at the first row, and work



until it is as long as you require it
;
then work

the border all round.

BORDER.

First Round.

Long crochet quite close together all round.

Second Round.

Make seven double crochet stitches, then a

cliain of seven, tlien seven double crochet again,

missing five chain stitches on the work.

Third Round.

Seven double crochet stitches over the open,

then a chain of seven.

Fourth Round.

One long stitch into each of the seven chain

stitches in the last row, with one chain stitch
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between each long stitch, and put one long stitch

into the centre of the double crochet stitches in

the last round.

Last Round.

Make a chain of four and join it into every

open between each long stitch in the last round

with a double crochet stitch.

LXXIX.-ANTI MACASSAK.

WAVE PATTERN.

Dutch Twist No. 16, Needle No. 18.

Make a chain half a yard in length. Before
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commencing eacli row you make five chain

stitches to raise the row up.

First Row.

A long stitch into evei-y tliii-d chain stitch, and

make two chain stitches between each long one.

Second Row.

Put a long stitch into the two first holes, and

make two chain stitches between each long one, *

then put two long ones into the third hole, and

one long stitch into each of the next four holes.

Repeat from * until the row is finished, and

make your row end v/ith two single long stitches

after the two that are close together.

Tlilrd Row.

Put a long stitch into the first hole, * then put
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four long stitches into four successive chain

stitches, they must he put over the two close

ones in the last I'ow, then put three long stitches

into the next three holes, making a chain of two

between each long stitch. Repeat from the *

tmtil the row is finished.

Fourth Row.

Put one long stitch into the first hole, then

make two chain stitches, * put six long stitches

into six successive chain stitches, two chains and

a long one into the next two holes. Repeat from

the * until the row is finished.

Fifth Row.

Eight long stitches into eight successive drain

stitches over the six close stitches in the last
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row, two chain stitches, one long stitch into the

middle hole, then two chain stitches. Repeat.

Slxtb Row.

Put four long stitches in four successive chain

stitches, make two chain stitches, miss two chains

on the work. Repeat.

Seventh Row.

Three long into the first three chain stitches,

* make two chain stitches, put a long stitch into

the open, again two chain stitches, and then

eight long stitches into eight successive chain

stitches. Repeat fi-om the * until the row is

finished.

Eighth Row.

Put two long stitches into the two first chain

stitches, * make two cham stitches, a long stitch
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into each open, with two chain stitches between

each, two chain stitches, then put six long

stitches over the eight long in the last row.

Repeat from the * until the row is finished.

Ninth Row.

Put two long stitches into the two first chain

stitches, * make two chain stitches and put a long

stitch into each hole, with two chain stitches

between each long one, two chains, then four

long stitches above the six close ones in the

last row. Repeat from the * until the row is

finished.

Tenth Row.

Put a long stitch into the first chain stitch.

^ A long stitch into each open, with two chain

stitches between each, then put two long stitches



in the centre above the four long stitches in the

last row. Repeat from the * until the row is

finished.

Eleventb Row.

Put a long stitch into each open, and make

two chain stitches between each long stitch.

Commence again at the second row, and repeat

the pattern until as large as you wish
;
always

obseiwing that you make the point of the wave

opposite the last point.

BORDER.

First Row.

Long stitches close together all round.
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Second Bow.'

Open crochet.

Tlilrd Row.

Long crochet close together.

Fourth Row.

Seven double crochet stitcnes into seven suc-

cessive chain stitches, then make seven chain

stitches, again the seven double stitches, missing

four chain stitches on the work.

Fifth Row.

Put five double crochet stitches over the seven

in the last row, make a chain of seven, and join

it to the centre of the chain in the last row,



again seven chain stitches, then the five double

crochet stitches.

Sixtii Raw.

Put three double crochet stitches above the

five in the last row, then make a chain of five,

and join it to the top of the chain in the last

row, one stitch from the former join; again a

chain of five and join it to the other side of the

former join, then again a chain of five, then your

three double crochet stitches.

Last Row

Double crochet.

Unrversity of Southampton Library Digitisation Unit



IJXX.-BEEAD BASKET MPKIK

Boar’s Head cotton, No. 10 ; needle, No. 16
;

Bell Gauge.

Make a chain three half-quarters long.

Make a chain of four at the commencement of

every row, to raise it up the height of the row.

First Row.

Put five long stitches into five successive chain

stitches, and make one chain stitch between each

five long stitches.

Second Row.

Put three long stitches in the centre of the five

in the last, row, and make a chain of three be-
Q
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tween eacli tliree long stitches, and miss three

chains on the work.

' TWrdRow.

Put a long stitch in the centre of the three long

stitches in the last row, and put one in the centre

of the three chain stitches in the last row, and

make two chain stitches between each long stitch.

Commence again at the first row, hut always

observe that you place your five long stitches

above the five long stitches in the last row.

Repeat the pattern until you have it half a yard

long. You then commence the border.

BORDER.

First Round.

Long crochet all round, but, in turning the cor-

ners, put two stitches into each chain stitch.
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Second Round.

A long stitch into every third chain stitch, and

make two chain stitches between each long

stitch.

Tmrd Round.

Long crochet into every chain stitch.

Fourth Round.

Put SIX double crochet stitches into six suc-

cessive chain stitches, then make a chain of five,

and again the six double crochet stitches, but

miss two chain stitches on the work.

Fifth Round.

Put three double crochets in the centre of the

six, then make six chain stitches, and join them

to the centre of the chain in the last row, with a

long dutch; then make other six chain stitches,



and again tlie three double crochet stitches in the

centre of the six.

SlKtli Bound.

Make a chain of six loops, and join to the work

with a long stitch, opposite the long stitch in the

last row
;
then make another chain of six, and

join it with a long stitch to the centre of the

three double crochet stitches in the last row%

LXni-COLLAE.

SPIDER NET PATTERN.
(•See Engraving, Ko. 8.)

Boar’s Head cotton, No. 40 ;
reedle, No. 24 ;

Bell Gauge.

Make a chain half a yard long.





the nock and work round each end in working

the border.

BORDER.

First Row.

Put four long stitches into the end of the first

row
;
then put four long stitches into four suc-

cessive chain stitches on the work
;
make two

chain stitches between every four long stitches,

and miss one chain between each four long

stitches.

Second Row.

Put a long stitch into every open, and make four

chain stitches between each long stitch.

Third Row.

Put four long stitches into every open, and

make two chain stitches between each four long

stitches.
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Fourth Row.

Make seven chain stitches, join them into the

open between the four long stitches in the last

I

row
; then make four chain stitches, and join

I

them into the same open with a double crochet

stitch.

Fifth Row.
Make a chain of four stitches

;
join them to

the centre of the chain of seven in the last row.

Make another chain of four, and join them to tlie

centre of the four chain stitches in the last row.

j

Sixth Row.

I

Make a chain of seven stitches, and join them

to the point where the chain was joined to tho

centre of the seven in the former row.

Last Row.
Double crochet into every chain stitch.
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LXnil.-C0MF0RMLE PRUDENCE CAP.

It will require three shades of scarlet, and white

Use a No. 14 ivory needle.

Commence with the darkest shade. Make a

chain half a yard long, join it, and work two

rounds of double crochet.

You now take the second shade, and work one

row in open crochet, but leave twenty chain

stitches for the neck part.

You now tie on your lightest shade, and work

one row, and put two stiohes into the last hole.

You continue putting two stitches into the last

hole in every row until finished.

You now work a white row.

You take the darkest shade, and repeat the

f



colours in the same manner, until you have five

stripes.

You now work two rounds of double crochet

stitch, working along each side and round the

neck part.

Plait a string, and draw it down the first row of

holes to tie under the chin.

mXIIL-OPERA CAP.
(See Engravfng.)

SQUARE AT THE EARS.

Rose colour and white Berlin wool. It will re-

quh'e half an ounce of each colour.

Work with needles No. 16 and No. 10.
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Commence witli tlie rose colour, and use No

15 needle. Make a chain a little more than halt

a yard long.

The first row you put three long stitches into

one chain stitch, make one chain stitch between

each three, and misa thi-ee drains betwixt each

three long stitches.

Every row after the first you put the three

long stitclies into the open between the three long

stitches in the last row.

You make a white and coloured row alter-

nately, until you have five coloured rows and

four white rows, you then work a row all round

of double crochet.

You now take the white, and commence the

border, and use needle No. 10.
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You work it in double long crochet stitch
;

put two stitches in each chain stitch, and make
one chain stitch between each long stitch.

You put two stitches into each chain stitch

only round the ends, and about a fourth part up
the front on each side. Put only one stitch into

each chain stitch along the top.

You finish with a row of rose colour
; put a

double crochet stitch into each open, and make
three chain stitches between each double stitch.

You now make two rosettes in the following

manner, and sew one on each side ;

—

Make a chain of twenty loops with the rose

colour, then put two double long stitches into

each chain stitch, and make two chain stitches

between each long stitch. Finish with a white

row
;
puttingadoublecrochststitehintoeachopan



and make three chain stitches between eacli

double stitch, then draw it up.

Plait a string, with, the wool, and make a tassel

at the end. Sew one on at each end.

LXniV.-ELEGMT OPERA CAP.
I

(See Engraving.)

I

It will require half an ounce of shaded amber

Berlin wool, and six skeins of white. Use a

Ho. 14 crochet needle.

Commence with white make a chain not quite

half a yard long.

First Row.

Open crochet.



Second Round.
Take the amber, and work along each side of

the white. Put a long stitch into every chain

stitch, for a finger length up each side. Put a

double crochet stitch into every other chain

stitch, and make a chain stitch betwixt each

double stitch, along each side of the middle part.

Third Round.
Put a long stitch into each chain stitch round

each end, and up each side, hut put two into

each in turning the end, and then work along the

middle part in the same manner as the last

round.

Fourth Round.

Same as the last, hut contmence the double

crochet stitches three or four stitches nearer the

ends.



Fifth Round.

Same as the last.

— EI&

Sixth Round.

Take the white, and commence the Frill.

Put two double long stitches into each chain

stitch round each end, and half-way up the broad

part. The remainder of the broad part you put

one single long stitch into each chain stitch, and

along the narrow part you put a long stitch into

every other chain stitch, with a chain stitch be-

twixt each long stitch.

Finish with a double crochet row of the amber.

Draw a ribbon down the open row in the centre.



LXXXV.-CARBIAGE CAP

It will require tlu’ee shades of blue, three

skeins of the darkest, six of the next shade, and

half an ounce of the lightest, and three quarter’s

ofan ounce of white. Work with a needle No. 12.

Commence with white. Make a chain tlu-ee

half quarters long—work a row of open crochet.

You then take the lightest blue, and work round

each side of the white, and put four stitches into

the end of the white.

Next round, take the middle shade, and work

all round, putting two stitches into the end

stitches to make it lie flat.

You now take the darkest shade, and work all

round in the same manner as the last round. You
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then take the middle shade, and work all round,

then the lightest, and work in the same manner

also. You now woidc a round of double crochet

of the same sliade.

You now take the white, and commence

THE BORDER.

First Bound.

Put a double long stitch into every chain stitch,

and make two chain stitches between each long

stitch.

Second Bound.

Take the lightest shade of blue, make a chain

of four stitches, and join them into eveiy open

with a double crochet stitch.

Last Bound.

Take the white and make four chain stitches,



and join them into the chain in the last row

with a double crochet stitch.

You now tie the white on the Gap, a half-

quaiter up from the end, and two stripes from the

Border. Work round the end on the stripe in the

same manner as the Border, putting two stitches

into the space between the stitches on the row.

You work another hill on the second stripe fi-om

the last, round the end in the same manner, so as

to form three borders round the ears.

You plait a string, and draw it down the centre

of the Cap, and let the string come out below the

frill to tie under the chin.



You will require ten ounces of double Berlin ^
wool,—claret looks well—two ounces of white, ^
and half an ounce of black for the Border. S

Work with an ivory needle ITo. 10. ®

BODY. ^
It is all wrought the double crochet stitch, al- ®

ways remembering to make a chain stitch before ®
you commence the rows, to keep it straight at ®
the edge. S

You commence at the ivaist, make a chain of ^
one hundred loops, or as many as will go round

the waist. Work twenty rows, but on the tenth e

row you commence letting out for the gusset in M
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front ;
do so by putting two stitches into one

every other row a finger length from each end.

When yon have twenty rows wrought, you com-

mence the hack.

ATork sixteen rows on the fifty middle stitches,

leaving an equal number at each end for the

fronts. When you have the sixteen rows wrought,

you begin to slope at the shoulders, which you do

by not working the last stitch on the row, and

by not making the chain stitch before you com-

mence the rows. You work twelve rows after

you begin the slope
;
you then break off your

thread, and tie it on to work the front part.

You continue the increase at the gusset for

other six rows, work sixteen rows fi’om where

you tied on the thread, then commence the slope

at the throat, which you do in the same manner
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as the slope at the shoulder. When you have

other twelve rows done, break off the thread, and

woi'k the other front to correspond.

You now work the jacket part. Tie on the

making it round at the ends, which you do by not ®
'making the chain stitch at the beginning of the ga

row, and by commencing the rows on the second ^
stitch. es

You must let it out, to foi-m the shape, on ^
every third row

;
do so by putting two stitches ®

into every fourteenth stitch. ^
You now sew the shoulders together, and com- ^

Tie on the white, and work two rows all round,

then place in the black, and work a round, car-

thread at the waist, and work twenty-six rows.

mence

THE BORDER.



ryilig on both threads at the same time, and

work six stitches with white, and two with black.

You then work a round all white.

Then one with six stitches white and two

black, placing the two black stitches betwixt the

two black in the former row.

You then work another row all white.

Then one with the two black stitches in it,

but place them above the first row with the black

stitches.

You finish with two rows all white.

SLEEVE.

Slake a chain of fifty loops, work fifty-four

rows, and then commence the slope at the top,

slope on both sides until it is nearly to a point, in

the same manner as the slope at the shoulders.
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Sew tlie sleeve togetliei-, and work the cuff

;

work all round, and in the same manner as the

border round the body.

Sew in the sleeves.

LnXVlL-CHILD’S POLKA.

The following dimensions will fit a child about

three years old, and it can be OTOught either in

Fleecy or double Berlin wool.

It \nll require five ounces of royal blue, and

two ounces of white, with half an ounce of black

for the ermine border. TJse a No. 10 ivoiy needle.

It is wrought in the same manner as the Lady’s

Polka.
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Make a chain of eighty loops for the waist.

Work ten rows
;
then commence the back, and

work ten rows on the thirty-six middle stitches,

leaving twenty-two at each end for the fi.-onts.

You then commence sloping at the shoulder,

which you do by not making the chain stitch at ,

the beginning of the rows, and by commencing '

each row on the second chain stitch
;
you work

j

eight rows after you begin to slope.

You now tie on the thread at the bottom of the

back, and work the fi'ont. Work ten rows, and

then begin the slope at the throat, which you do

in the same manner as the slope at the shoulder.

You work six rows after you commence to slope.

You now tie on your thread at the other side

of the back, and w'ork the other front to con-es-
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You work tlie jacket part in tlie same manner

as tlie Lady’s Polka, but work it only sixteen

ows deep. ,

You now sew the sboulders together, and work

the border in the same manner as Lady’s also.

SLEEVES.

Make a chain of thirty-four loops. Work twenty

rows
;
then begin the slope at the top, which you

do in the same manner as the Lady’s. Work a

cufl' at the bottom to correspond with the border

;

yon join the sleeve, and work the cuff all round..

Sew in tlie sleeves.
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Tbird Round.

Put a long crocliet stitcli into every cliain

stitch, and make one chain stitch between each

long stitch.

Fourth Round.

Same as the third.

Fifth Round.

Make a chain of six loops
;
join them to the

work with a double crochet stitch on every fifth

chain stitch.

SiKth Round.

Put three long stitches into every open, and

make two chain stitches betwixt each three long

stitches.

Seventh Round.

Same as the sixth.
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Elglith Round.

Put two doulile crochet stitches above the two

chain stitches in the last row, and make four

chain stitches, betwixt each two double crochet

stitches.

Nlntb Round.

Make a chain of six loops, and join them to

the centre of the chain in the last row with a

double crochet stitch.

Tenth Round.

Make a chain of eight loops, and join them to

the middle of the chain in the last round with a

double crochet stitch.

Eleventh Round.

Put three double crochet stitches in the four
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Seventeenth Round.

Same as the fourteenth.

Eighteenth and Nineteenth Rounds.

Double crochet.

Twentieth Round.

Mahe a chain of seven loops, then three double

crochet stitches, missing four chain stitches on the

woi'k, between every three double crochet stitches.

Twenty-first Round.

Make a chain of seven loops, then put three

double crochet stitches, into the three middle

stitches of the chain, in the la,st round.

Twenty-second Round.

Same as the last roxmd.
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Twenty-third Round.

Same as tlie last round.

Twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth Bounds.

Double crocliet.

Twenty-sixth Round.

Make a cliain of ten loops, tlieu three double

crocliet stitches, and miss seven chain stitches on

the work, between each three double crochet

stitches.

Twenty-seventh Round.

Make a chain of ten loops, and then three

double crochet stitches,in the three middle stitches

of the chain in the last round.

Twenty-eighth Round.

Same as the last.
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LXXXIX.-PRETTY SIMPLE SCARF

FOR A CHILD.

Toti require half an ounce of pink, and half

an ounce of gi’ey. Use a hfo. 12 needle.

Make a chain three quarters of a yard long

•svith the pink, and work two rows of doulile

crochet.

You now take the gi'ey, and work a row of

open crochet.

You continue working in open crochet until

you have it three nails broad, changing your

colour every row.

You finish by working two rows of double crochet

with pink.



Draw it up at the ends, and mate a tassel of

the two colours, and sew them on at the ends.

XC.-BAND FOE THE EEGK.

You udll req^uire three skeins of white and three

of scarlet.

Commence with scarlet ; make a chain five half

quarters long.

You work along each side of the chain with the

scarlet
;
put a double crochet stitch into every

second chain stitch, and make a chain stitch be-

tween each double stitch. You now take the

white, and work two rows along each side in the

same manner, putting the double stitch into the

chain between the doulde stitch in the last row

/
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You take the scarlet, and work round with it in

the same manner to finish.

XGI-BLUE BONNET FOR HORDING PENCE.

It will require two skeins of royal blue Berlin,

one of white, and one of scarlet. Work with a

steel needle. No. 18, and work it tight.

Commence with blue
;
make three chain

stitches, join them, and work ronnd, in donblo

crochet, putting two stitches into each for the

first three rounds ;
the fourth round you put two

stitches into every second stitch
;
the fifth ronnd

you put two into every third
;
the sixth two into

evoiy fourth ; the seventh round pnt two into

every fifth stitch ;
the eighth round put two into
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every sixth stitch. The crown is now large

enough
;
you then commence taking in, which

you do in the following manner :

—

There are four take-in rows
;
the first row you

miss every sixth stitcii, the next row miss every

fifth stitcii, next miss every fourth stitcii, and the

last row miss every third.

You now tie on tiie scarlet and wliite, and work

two stitches of white and two of scarlet. Tlie

next round you put the scarlet stitclies into the

white stitclies, and tlie white into the scarlet ones

in the last round.

Work three rows in tlie same manner. You

now tie on tlie blue, and work one round.

You make a little tuft of scarlet, and sew it on

the top, and put a how of narrow blue rilibon at

the side.



XCII.-PEN WIPEL

CROCHET WORK,

Shaded amber and green Berlin wool.

Make a chain of three
;
join it and work round

in double crochet, putting two into every stitch.

The next round you work in long crochet, put

two into every stitch
;
another round the same.

You now take the amber, and work a round,

putting two stitches into one, and one into the

next, all round.

S I You now work a round of green, putting two

i stitches into every third chain stitch, and one

a into each of the others

5 ' The next row you make five chain stitches,

and join them to thfe work with a double crochet



stitoli
;

on every third chain stitch, another

double crochet stitch ;
then your chain again.

Finish with a double crochet row of amber.

Ton work another circle in the same manner,

hut of different colom-s.

Put three rounds of black linen between them,

and fasten all together in the centre with a

button.

XCIII.-BEADTIFDI. TOTOER SLEEVE.

Boar’s Head cotton, No. 40 ;
needle 24.

Make a chain a quarter of a yard long, join it,

and work two rows, of open crochet.

Third Round.

Put a treble long crochet stitch into every
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third chain stitch, and make two cliain stitches

between each long stitch.

Fourth Round.

i Open crochet.

Fifth Round.

Open Crochet.

Sixth Round.

Put a double long stitch into every open, and

make one chain stitch between each long stitch.

Seventh Round.

S.aine as the last.

Eighth Round.

Pot five double long stitches into five succes-

sive opens, with one chain stitch between each

long stitch, then make four chain stitches, then

put a long stitch into the second open .from



the five long stitches ; again a chain of four,

and commence yom' next five long stitches in the

second hole from the single long stitch.

Nintb Round.

Put fom' double long stitches with one chain

stitch lietween each, into the opens above the

iive long stitches in the last round, then make

four chain stitches, and then put a long stitch

on each side of the single long stitch iii the last

round, tlien make four chain stitches.

Tenth Round.

Put a double long stitch into each of the three

opens, above the four long stitches in the last

round
;
make one chain stitch between each long

stitch, then make four chain stitches, and put a

double long stitch, on each side of the two. long
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234 OKOOriET WOKli.

stitches in tlie last round, and one double long

stitch in the open between the two
;
again a chain

of four.

Eleventh Round.

Put a double long stitch into each of the opens

between the three long stitches, with a chain

stitch between each long stitch, then four chain

stitches, then put a double long stitch on each

side of the next three long stitches, with a long

stitch into each open between the long stitches

in the last row
;
again four chain stitches.

Twelftn Round.

Put a long stitch into the open between the

two double long stitches, then make four chain

stitclies, then one on each side of the four long
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stitches, and a long stitch into each open between

the four, with a chain stitch between each long

stitch, then four chain stitches.

Thirteenth Round.

Put a double long stitch, on each side of the

five long stitches and one into each open, with*a

chain stitch between each long stitch, then make
nine chain stitches.

Fourteenth Round.

.
Put a double long stitch, into each open be-

tween the six long stitches in the last round,

then make four chain stitches, and put one dou-

ble long stitch into the centre of the nine chain

stitches
;
again fom- chain stitches.

Fifteenth Round.

Put a double long stitch into each open be-



CROCHET WORK.

tween the five long stitches, with one chain

stitch between each long stitch, then make four

chain stitches, then make a long stitch on each

side of the single long stitch, again four chain

stitches.

Sixteenth Round.

Put a double long stitch into each open be-

tween four long stitches, with one chain stitch

between each long stitch, then make four chain

stitches, then put a double long stitch on each

side of the two long stitches with a long stitch

into the open between the two, again four chain

stitches.

Seventeenth Round.

Put a double long stitch into each open be-

tween the four long stitches, then make fom'

Prime uiye fjigiti;



CROCHET WORK.

chain stitches, then put a double long stitch on

each side of the three long stitches, and one long

stitch between each of the three, with a chain

stitch between each long stitch, again four chain

stitches.

Eighteenth Round.

Put a double long stitch into the open between

the three, then make four chain stitches, then a

double long stitch on each side, and one into

each open of the four long stitches, again fom-

chain stitches.

Nineteenth Round.

Put one double long stitch, between the two

long stitches, then make fom- chain stitches, then

put one long stitch on each side pf the five long

stitches, and one into each open between the five



CBOCHET WOEK.

long stitches, -with one chain between each long

stitch, again four chain stitches.

Twentieth Round.

Put a double long stitch, into each open be-

tween the six long stitches, and two into the

chain of four, with a chain stitch between each

long stitch.

Twenty-first Round.

A double long stitch into each open, with one

chain between each.

You now commence at the first round and

work the pattern over once more.

Work at the bottom of the sleeve an edge from

any of the patterns of edging given in this book.

Draw a ribbon in the long open row between

the two rows of open crochet.



XCre-TRIMIIG.

Whicli can be wrought in any kind of cotton

suitable for the purpose you require it.

It is worked across in the same manner as

knitted trimming.

Make a chain of twelve loops.

First Row.

Put a long stitch into the seventh chain stitcli,

make four chain stitches, another long stitch into

the third chain stitch from the last long stitch,

again four chain, then a long stitch into the last

chain stitch, wliich completes the row.

Second Row.

Make fom- chain stitches, then put three long
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CBOOHBT WORK.

stitches into the first hole, with a chain stitch

between each, then' three into the next hole in

the same manner, which completes the row.

Third Row.

Make seven chain stitches, then put a long

stitch into the second open, between the long

stitches in the last row, then four chain stitches,

again a long stitch into the second open from the

last long stitch, then four chain stitches and a

long stitch into the last open.

Commence again at the second row.

When you have worked as much as you re-

quire, work a row of open crochet along the

straight side of the trimming to form a top.
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XCV.-VAKDYKE TllIMMING.

Tliis pattern is also worked across in tlie same

manner as knitted trimming.

First Row.

Make a chain of twenty-four loops, put a long

Btitch into the fifth chain stitch, then a long

stitch into every other chain stitch, with a chain

stitch between each, until you have six long

stitches, then make four chain stitches, and put

a long stitch into tlie last fthain stitches, which

completes the row.

Second Row.

Make four chain stitches, then put four long

stitches into the large hole, with a chain stitch

between each long stitch, you put a long stitch



into the next four opens between the long stitches,

with a chain stitch between each long stitch,

which completes the'row.

Third Row.

Make four chain stitches, then put a long

stitch into six of the opens between the long

stitches, with a chain stitch between each long

stitch, then make four chain stitches, and put a

long stitch into the last open, which finishes the

row'. Commence agE^in at the second row.

When you have worked as much as you re-

quire, work a row of open crochet along the

straight side to form a top.

KDINBURCn: I'KIKTEU BY T. KKLSON AKD SoX3.
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